
1001 Tray of mixed antirrhinums

1002 Tray of mixed antirrhinums

1003 Tray of mixed antirrhinums

1004 Tray of mixed antirrhinums

1005 Tray of mixed antirrhinums

1006 Tray of mixed dianthus

1007 Tray of mixed dianthus

1008 Tray of mixed dianthus

1009 Tray of chrysanthemums

1010 Tray of chrysanthemums

1011 Tray of heuchera

1012 Tray of heuchera

1013 2 pink penstemons

1014 2 pink penstemons

1015 2 purple penstemons

1016 2 purple penstemons

1017 2 white and pink penstemons

1018 2 white and pink penstemons

1019 Hydrangea

1020 Hydrangea

1021 2 potted spiraea nipponica snow mound

1022 2 ligustrum ovalifoliums

1023 2 ribes white pearl grape vines

1024 2 ribes white pearl grape vines

1025 2 ribes white pearl grape vines

1026 2 ferns

1027 2 ferns

1028 4 Shirly tomato plants

1029 3 large Shirly tomato plants

1030 +VAT Salix tree (flamingo)

1031 +VAT Salix tree (flamingo)

1032 Bowel pomegranate tree

1033 Bowel pomegranate tree

1034 Bowel pomegranate tree

1035 Bowel pomegranate tree

1036 Bowel pomegranate tree

1037 Bowel pomegranate tree

1038 Bowel pomegranate tree

1039 Bowel pomegranate tree

1040 Bowel pomegranate tree

1041 Bowel pomegranate tree

1042 Bowel fig tree

1043 Bowel fig tree

1044 Bowel fig tree

1045 Bowel fig tree

1046 Bowel fig tree

1047 Bowel fig tree

1048 Bowel fig tree

1049 Bowel fig tree

1050 Bowel fig tree

1051 Bowel fig tree

1052 Potted nandina domestica obsessed

1053 Potted nandina domestica obsessed

1054 Potted nandina domestica obsessed

1055 Grapevine

1056 Grapevine

1057 Grapevine

1058 Grapevine

1059 Grapevine

1060 Grapevine

1061 Grapevine

1062 Grapevine

1063 Grapevine

1064 Grapevine

1065 +VAT Abutilon Kentish balle shrub

1066 +VAT Abutilon Kentish balle shrub

1067 +VAT Abutilon Kentish balle shrub

1068 2 garden shrubs

1069 2 garden shrubs

1070 2 garden shrubs

1071 2 garden shrubs

1072 2 garden shrubs

1073 2 red cascades

1074 2 red cascades

1075 2 red cascades

1076 2 red cascades
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1077 2 red cascades

1078 2 red cascades

1079 2 red cascades

1080 2 red cascades

1081 2 red cascades

1082 2 red cascades

1083 Pair of semi trailing fuchsia hanging baskets

1084 4 small trays of corona dianthus

1085 4 small trays of Cuba nicotiana

1086 4 small trays of fireball French marigolds

1087 +VAT Potted peony

1088 +VAT Potted peony

1089 +VAT Potted peony

1090 +VAT Potted peony

1091 +VAT Potted peony

1092 +VAT Potted peony

1093 +VAT Potted peony

1094 Pair of trailing begonia hanging baskets

1095 Pair of trailing begonia hanging baskets

1096 Pair of light pink begonia hanging baskets

1097 Pair of white Harry grey trailing fuchsia hanging 
baskets

1098 Pair of fuchsia trailing ballet girl hanging baskets

1099 Pair of night sky petunia hanging baskets

1100 4 small trays of silver dust cineraria maritima

1101 4 small trays of red salvias

1102 2 trays of bandera pink lavender

1103 2 trays of bandera pink lavender

1104 4 small trays of horizon shadow geraniums

1105 4 small trays of horizon shadow geraniums

1106 4 small trays of cuba nicotiana

1107 4 small trays of fireball French marigolds

1108 2 trays of mixed fuchsias

1109 2 trays of mixed fuchsias

1110 4 small trays of diablo mixed dahlias

1111 4 small trays of organdy begonias

1112 4 small trays of French flamenco marigolds

1113 4 small trays of marvel marigolds

1114 4 small trays of beacon impatiens

1115 Pair of pre-planted patio tubs containing mixed 
plants

1116 Pair of pre-planted patio tubs

1117 Pair of pre-planted patio tubs containing mixed 
plants

1118 Tray of mixed calibrachoa

1119 2 pre-planted patio tubs

1120 2 pre-planted patio tubs

1121 2 potted palms

1122 2 potted palms

1123 2 potted palms

1124 Citrus lemon tree

1125 Citrus lemon tree

1126 Citrus lemon tree

1127 Citrus lemon tree

1128 Citrus lemon tree

1129 Citrus orange tree

1130 Citrus orange tree

1131 Citrus orange tree

1132 Citrus orange tree

1133 Citrus orange tree

1134 Fig tree

1135 Fig tree

1136 Large olive tree

1137 Large olive tree

1138 Citrus lemon tree

1139 Bramley seedling apple tree

1140 Apple tree egremont

1141 Apple tree egremont

1142 Victoria plum tree

1143 Golden glow apricot tree

1144 James Grieve apple tree

1145 Fig tree (Brown Turkey)

1146 Orange tree (Citrus Sinensis)

1147 Potted phormium rainbow maiden

1148 Potted cordyline

1149 Tray of 6 potted roses

1150 Tray of 6 potted roses
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1151 Buck containing 10 bunches of iris

1152 Buck containing 10 bunches of iris

1153 Tray containing kalanchoe

1154 Tray containing kalanchoe

1155 Bucket containing 8 bunches of dahlias

1156 Tray of lewisia cotyledon

1157 Tray of lewisia cotyledon

1158 Tray of sweet Williams

1159 Potted falcon fire digiplexis

1160 Potted Falcon Fire Digiplexis

1161 Potted falcon fire digiplexis

1162 2 potted Essence Purple lavendar

1163 2 potted penstemon

1164 Bucket containing 24 bunches of garden pinks

1165 Bucket containing 24 bunches of garden pinks

1166 Carex buchanii ornamental grass

1167 Australis cordyline

1168 Potted Amistad Purple

1169 Large osmanthus burkwood

1170 Pre-planted patio tub

1171 Patio tub of mixed flowers

1172 Patio tub of mixed plants

1173 Wicker basket of mixed plants

1174 Tray of non-stop begonias

1175 Tray of non-stop begonias

1176 Tray of non-stop begonias

1177 Tray of non-stop begonias

1178 Tray of premium shade kong coleus

1179 Tray of premium shade kong coleus

1180 Tray of premium shade kong coleus

1181 Tray of premium shade kong coleus

1182 Tray of mixed geraniums

1183 Tray of mixed geraniums

1184 Tray of mixed geraniums

1185 Tray of mixed geraniums

1186 2 cherry tomato red robin patio tubs

1187 2 hot banana chilli pepper patio tubs

1188 2 blue starship lobelia

1189 2 blue starship lobelia

1190 2 bronze leaf starship lobelia

1191 2 bronze leaf starship lobelia

1192 2 potted mixed chater hollyhocks

1193 2 potted mixed chater hollyhocks

1194 Potted peach mesa gaillardia

1195 Potted peach mesa gaillardia

1196 Potted peach mesa gaillardia

1197 Potted peach mesa gaillardia

1198 Potted peach mesa gaillardia

1199 Potted peach mesa gaillardia

1200 Potted peach mesa gaillardia

1201 Potted peach mesa gaillardia

1202 2 trays of elegance sky lavender

1203 2 trays of elegance sky lavender

1204 Tray of tuberous begonias

1205 Tray of tuberous begonias

1206 Tray of tuberous begonias

1207 Tray of tuberous begonias

1208 Tray of pot dahlias

1209 Tray of pot dahlias

1210 Tray of pot dahlias

1211 Tray of pot dahlias

1212 4 small trays of gazanias

1213 4 small trays of French marigolds

1214 4 small trays of French marigolds

1215 4 small trays of snowtopia bacopa

1216 4 small trays of yellow French marigolds

1217 Large patio tub of mixed plants

1218 +VAT Pair of standard buxus balls

1219 Wicker hanging basket containing mixed plants

1220 Wicker hanging basket containing mixed plants

1221 Wicker hanging basket containing mixed plants

1222 Black London metal hanging basket containing 
mixed plants

1223 Black London metal hanging basket containing 
mixed plants

2001 +VAT Assortment of vintage film cameras and 
camera related accessories
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2002 +VAT Bag containing fitness trackers, speakers, 
smartphone cases/covers, cables, portable WiFi 
devices, etc

2003 +VAT Box containing LP and 45 records to 
include Bob Dylan, Bob Marley, David Bowie 
and others

2004 +VAT 13x Sealed Harry Styles Harry's House 
LP vinyl records

2005 +VAT Bag containing quantity of AA, AAA and 
button batteries

2006 +VAT Bag containing various boxed and loose 
printer ink cartridges

2007 +VAT Small bag of loose costume and dress 
jewellery

2008 +VAT Bag containing quantity of sunglasses and 
reading glasses

2009 +VAT Bag containing mobile phone cases and 
covers

2010 +VAT Bag containing quantity of mobile phone 
accessories; cables, leads, adapters, etc

2011 +VAT Bag containing quantity of cables, leads 
and PSUs

2012 +VAT Bag containing routers, remote controls, 
iPod dock, PC mice, adapters, etc

2013 +VAT Bag containing quantity of CD albums

2014 +VAT Bag containing quantity of loose costume 
and dress jewellery

2015 +VAT Bag containing quantity of sunglasses and 
reading glasses

2016 +VAT Mixed lot of wireless and wired earphones

2017 +VAT Bag containing mobile phone covers and 
cases

2018 +VAT Bag containing mobile phone accessories; 
adapters, leads, chargers, battery case, 
earphones, etc

2019 +VAT Selection of portable power banks

2020 +VAT Bag containing cables, leads and PSUs

2021 +VAT Bag containing routers, remotes, 
adapters, PC mice, etc

2022 +VAT Sky+HD box and 2x Sky Q boxes

2023 +VAT Bag containing Nintendo Switch base, 
Panasonic Freeview player, tablet cases/covers, 
3D printer filament, Fender Jack Rack, etc

2024 +VAT Quantity of various tablet cases and 
covers

2025 +VAT Laptop stand, mousepad with wireless 
charging, gel mouse mat and gel wrist rest

2026 +VAT Bag containing cables, Swan filters, 3D 
printer filament, toner, adapter, etc

2027 +VAT 3x Zyxel VMG3925 routers, 2x TP-Link 
TD-W9970 routers, TP-Link AV1000 powerline 
stater kit, etc

2028 +VAT 6x unknown spares provided by Google 
Commerce LTD

2029 +VAT Canon EOS Rebel T5 DSLR camera with 
18-55mm lens and 75-300mm lens

2030 Leica film camera model R4 (no lens, body only)

2031 Selection of various film cameras to include 
Practica, Miranda and others with various lenses 
and fittings, light meters, etc

2032 TLR Zenza Beronica camera with various lenses 
to include 150mm lens, PE 40mm lens and 
others with accessories and speed light

2033 +VAT Talisco automatic skeleton movement 
gents wristwatch with box

2034 +VAT Gents Talisco chronograph moon phase 
wristwatch with box

2035 +VAT La Banus skeleton dial wristwatch with 
mesh strap

2036 +VAT Rotary ladies wristwatch with box

2037 +VAT Rotary ladies wristwatch with box

2038 +VAT Larsson and Jennings wristwatch

2039 +VAT Gents stainless steel strap wristwatch with 
expanding strap in box

2040 +VAT Various jewellery items to include a pair of 
14k marked earrings with case, damaged pair of 
earrings and necklace

2041 +VAT Gents Lator chronograph dial watch with 
stainless steel strap

2042 +VAT Gents Lator Calibre chronograph dial 
wristwatch with box

2043 Skagen Denmark Luminus dial stainless steel 
strap wristwatch with box

2044 Bulova Precisionist wristwatch with black leather 
strap

2045 +VAT Gents Stockwell stainless steel strap 
wristwatch with box

2046 +VAT Edison automatic movements Roadster 
style watch with box

2047 4 watches to include a Casio and a Gianello 
wristwatch with cases

2048 Saach wristwatch with box

2049 Saach wristwatch with box

2050 Ladies Accurist wristwatch with case
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2051 +VAT Mad Max Anthology 4K Ultra HD blu-ray 
set in sealed box

2052 +VAT Mad Max Anthology 4K Ultra HD blu-ray 
set in sealed box

2053 +VAT Mad Max Anthology 4K Ultra HD blu-ray 
set in sealed box

2054 +VAT Mad Max Anthology 4K Ultra HD blu-ray 
set in sealed box

2055 +VAT Acer Chromebook 314 laptop with psu, 
box and charger

2056 +VAT Acer Chromebook CB315 with charger

2057 +VAT Asus Chromebook model C424M comes 
with Intel Celeron processor and foreign power 
supply

2058 +VAT Razer laptop core i7 10th generation 
processor, 16gb RAM, 512gb storage with 
RTX2070 gpu, running Windows 11, includes 
psu

2059 +VAT Asus Vivobook model K513E, Intel i3 11th 
gen cpu, 8gb ram, 512gb storage, OLED display 
running Windows 11 with psu and box

2060 +VAT Selection of Flying Frog Productions 
collectors trading card games cards

2061 +VAT Lazer Rapier laser design metal detector 
part unit with headphone (no sensor)

2062 Audio Technica wireless earbuds with box

2063 *Withdrawn*

2064 *Withdrawn*

2065 +VAT Lenovo Chromebook Duet tablet with type 
keyboard and box

2066 +VAT FitBit Ace 2 activity tracker for kids

2067 +VAT FitBit Charge 4 GPS fitness tracker in box

2068 +VAT FitBit Charge 4 GPS fitness tracker in box

2069 +VAT FitBit Charge 4 GPS fitness tracker in box

2070 +VAT FitBit Charge 4 GPS fitness tracker in box

2071 +VAT FitBit Versa 3 smartwatch with GPS in 
box

2072 +VAT FitBit Sense stress management 
technology wristwatch in box

2073 +VAT Apple iPhone 13 Mini Midnight 128gb 
model A2628 with box

2074 +VAT Ledger Nano S cryptocurrency wallet in 
sealed box

2075 +VAT Beats Studio Buds with wireless charging 
case and box

2076 +VAT Beats Studio Buds with wireless charging 
case and box

2077 +VAT Beats Studio Buds with wireless charging 
case and box

2078 +VAT Technics AZ70 bluetooth wireless 
earbuds with box

2079 +VAT JLab active noise cancelling wireless 
earbuds with charging case and box

2080 +VAT JLab active noise cancelling wireless 
earbuds with charging case and box

2081 +VAT 2 Jabra wireless earbud sets to include an 
Elite 3 earpiece set in box

2082 +VAT Panasonic True Wireless noise cancelling 
headset model RZS500W

2083 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with charging case and 
box

2084 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with charging case and 
box

2085 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with charging case and 
box

2086 +VAT LG Tone Free wireless earbuds in box

2087 +VAT LG Tone Free wireless earbuds in box

2088 +VAT LG Tone Free wireless earbuds in box

2089 +VAT Microsoft Surface Duo android mobile 
phone, 128GB storage, 6GB RAM, in glacier 
white finish, Model 1930

2090 +VAT Bose Soundlink Mini 2 special edition 
speaker in box

2091 +VAT JLab bluetooth speaker with packaging

2092 +VAT Sony SRS XB12 speaker together with an 
XB13 speaker (both boxed)

2093 +VAT Raleno lightbox unit with tripod and bulb

2094 +VAT Interspace Industries VCIO microphone 
headphone adaptor unit with carry case

2095 +VAT Mix 5 5 channel compact mixer

2096 +VAT Sony RX100 Mk. VII digital camera with 
small rig mount, adapters and LED light

2097 +VAT Rode VideoMic

2098 +VAT Rode VideoMicro with box

2099 +VAT Fifine Technology USB microphone with 
tripod stand in box

2100 +VAT USB-powered condenser microphone with 
arm and cradle

2101 +VAT 2 camera tripods to include a Tairoad 
tripod

2102 +VAT Neewer ring light with power adapter, 
booklets and other accessories to include PSU
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2103 +VAT Apple iPad Pro BOX ONLY together with 
Magic Mouse and iPad Pro smart keyboard 
cover

2104 +VAT Apple iPad Air

2105 +VAT Apple MacBook Pro A1707 15", Intel 
CPU, 512GB storage with box and PSU (display 
faulty - HDMI display required to see working)

2106 +VAT Samsung notebook computer with box 
and USB webcam

2107 Apple iMac (for spares/repairs) with mouse and 
keyboard

2108 *Withdrawn*

2109 Dell Inspiron laptop with PSU and box

2110 +VAT HP Pavilion desktop PC with 5th gen. 
Core i3 CPU, 8GB RAM, 1TB storage, Windows 
10 with PSU

2111 8 various laptops for spares and repairs to 
include Acer Aspire, HP and others

2112 +VAT Selection of Wild Front 'The Great 
Indoors' LP in sealed cases together with copies 
of The Saw Doctors 'If This Is Rock And Roll, I 
Want My Old Job Back'

2113 +VAT Dell monitor in box

2114 +VAT Dell 23" monitor in box

2115 +VAT NEC MultiSync 23" monitor, no PSU

2116 +VAT Wide selection of sealed and other 
records to include bands such as Anti-Cimex 
plus 7" EP collections

2117 +VAT 10 copies of the Ramones 'Acid Eaters' 
album in sealed covers

2118 +VAT 10 copies of Corpus Christi 'Rudimentary 
Peni'

2119 +VAT Lenovo 24" LED backlit monitor in box

2120 4 boxes of Yale Smart Living HD indoor dome 
camera sets

2121 4 boxes of Yale Smart Living HD indoor dome 
camera sets

2122 4 boxes of Yale Smart Living HD indoor dome 
camera sets

2123 4 boxes of Yale Smart Living HD indoor dome 
camera sets

2124 4 boxes of Yale Smart Living HD indoor dome 
camera sets

2125 4 boxes of Yale Smart Living HD indoor dome 
camera sets

2126 4 boxes of Yale Smart Living HD indoor dome 
camera sets

2127 +VAT HP Deskjet 3636 printer

2128 +VAT Toner cartridge in black for HP colour 
laserjet printer, HF410KXC

2129 +VAT HP Officejet Pro 8022E printer

2130 +VAT Epson ET-2711 printer

2131 +VAT HP Officejet Pro 9015E printer

2132 +VAT HP Envy photo 7830 printer

2133 Canon Pixma MX495

2134 Epson Workforce WF-2750DWF

2135 +VAT HP OfficeJet 8015 printer

2136 Brother DCP printer model DCP1610W

2137 +VAT HP Officejet Pro 8022 printer in box

2138 +VAT HP Officejet Pro 8022E printer in box

2139 +VAT 2 Jabra Evolve headsets incl. Evolve 265

2140 +VAT 7 Geek bar flavoured vape kits

2141 +VAT 8 Geek Bar flavoured vape kits

2142 +VAT 8 Geek Bar flavoured vape kits

2143 +VAT 8 Geek Bar flavoured vape kits

2144 +VAT 8 Geek Bar flavoured vape kits

2145 +VAT 6 Geek Bar flavoured vape kits

2146 +VAT Bag containing various Geek Bar 
flavoured vapes

2147 +VAT USBC adapter, 2 Pokcet Juice power 
banks and action camera

2148 +VAT Project 2030 large power bank with box

2149 +VAT Drayton Wiser thermostat kit

2150 *Withdrawn*

2151 +VAT 3 laptop batteries, 3.5 Sata enclosure disk 
tray and Cisco shared port adapter

2152 +VAT Pair of Barber sunglasses (damaged) with 
pair of Nautica sunglasses

2153 Various sunglasses by Prada, Armani and Dior 
with hard cases

2154 +VAT Samsung wireless sound bar and sub 
woofer HWQ660A

2155 Power Vision Power Egg drone in box

2156 +VAT Yamaha MusicCast network speaker in 
black with power cable

2157 +VAT LG XBoom PN7 bluetooth speaker with 
box

2158 +VAT Yamaha ATS-C200 sound bar with 
remote and box
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2159 +VAT Pair of wall mount adjustable tripods with 
carry case

2160 +VAT AVF standing wall TV mount

2161 3 wireless Touchdown charging pads for mobile 
phones

2162 +VAT Samsung HWS61A sound bar, no power 
supply

2163 +VAT Laserjet Pro M15W printer in box

2164 +VAT Sanus full motion 55" TV mount bracket 
and swivel base 60" TV bracket

2165 Xbox 360 console with psu, AV cables and 
controllers

2166 PlayStation 2 console with various games, 
controllers and accessories

2167 Tray containing various Xbox 360 and Xbox 
controllers

2168 Nintendo 64 console with 2 controllers, 
expansion module and psu

2169 +VAT Sanus Simplicity 90'' TV wallmount 
bracket

2170 *Withdrawn*

2171 Nintendo Wii console with accessories and 
various games

2172 +VAT Selection of IT cables, sundries, power 
adaptors, TP link routers, Netgear, POE 
switches, etc

2173 +VAT Various AV cabling, tripod stand 
equipment with greenscreen panels and other 
accessories

2174 +VAT (R54) Philips 65'' TV with remote and box 
B25

2175 +VAT R52 Hisense 55" 4K TV H5527BUK (has 
fault on the bottom part of the screen)

2176 +VAT 55" Sony TV Model number KD-
55XH8196 includes remote control - no stand

2177 +VAT R53 LG 55" 4K TV 55UP77006LB

2178 +VAT (R47) Hisense 55'' TV model 
55A7100FTUK (no stand)

2179 +VAT R39 32" Toshiba TV 32WK3C63DB (B19)

2180 +VAT R50 55" LG 4K TV 55UP77006LB with no 
stand

2181 +VAT (R21 and B11) 43" Panasonic 4K TV 
model TX-43HX580B

2182 +VAT R43,R44 43" TCL 4K TV 43C720K (B22)

2183 +VAT Acer Predator Orion 3000 desktop 
computer, Intel core i5 11th gen cpu, 16gb ram, 
256gb hdd, RTX 3060 12gb gpu with box

2184 +VAT HP Omen gaming desktop computer, 
AMD Ryzen 7 cpu, 16gb ram, 256gb storage, 
2tb backup storage, RTX 3060 Ti 8gb gpu 
running Windows 10 with psu and box

2185 Dell Optiplex 745 desktop computer with 
Samsung monitor and a mini C&C engraving 
machine with psu and tooling

2186 +VAT Aures all in one Intel i3 3rd gen computer 
with touch screen, 8gb ram, 256gb storage 
running Windows 10, used as a point of sales 
machine

2187 +VAT 3 various barcode handheld reader 
systems together with Verifone payment system 
and a VX820 Duet till receipt charger

2188 +VAT Philips 50'' PUS7303 TV for spares and 
repairs (cracked screen)

2189 +VAT LG 43" TV 43UP81006LR (AF - cracked 
screen)

2190 *Withdrawn*

2191 +VAT 2 mobile phones to include a Nokia 
Android mobile phone with damaged display (no 
chargers)

2192 Apple AirPod speaker

2193 Bang & Olufsen A2 portable bluetooth speaker 
with box

2194 Sonos One SL speaker (boxed)

2195 Sonos One SL speaker (boxed)

2196 Vivitar digital bridge camera with batteries

2197 +VAT 3 Prestigio mobile phones with boxes

2198 Box containing various on paper and loose 
stamps

2199 Wide selection of postcards, postcard slip 
holders, binders and 2 photocard albums with 
vintage black and white photos

2200 Rescue at sea booklet - Case for the Inclusion of 
Specialist Diver Swimmer in Every Lifeboat as 
drawn up by Frank Martin, Hayling Island, March 
1970

2201 +VAT Canon 28-200mm 0.45m/1.5ft camera 
lens

2202 +VAT Sigma 30mm F2.8 DN camera lens

2203 +VAT HC-810 Series Digital Trail Camera

2204 +VAT Vibe Essentials Single-Use 35mm camera

2205 +VAT Fitbit Alta fitness wristband

2206 +VAT *Sealed* Amazon Echo Dot

2207 +VAT Ring Video Doorbell
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2208 +VAT Phonak Roger Clip-On mic hearing aid

2209 +VAT 2x Zettle Reader 2's and 5x Thales card 
readers

2210 +VAT 3x PS5 games, 8x PS4 games and 7x 
Xbox One games,

2211 +VAT Consignment of Blu-Ray DVD films

2212 +VAT Pair of gem 10ct earrings

2213 +VAT SamlerHuset 'Treasures in Time' silver 
sovereign wristwatch with box

2214 +VAT Casio G-Shock GA-2000-3AER 
wristwatch with box

2215 +VAT 3x boxed wristwatches; Tommy Hilfiger, 
Brave Soul and Mecalith

2216 +VAT Ray-Ban RB4122 sunglasses with case 
and box

2217 +VAT Ray-Ban RB2132 sunglasses with case

2218 +VAT Gucci GG0896S sunglasses with case

2219 +VAT Michael Kors MK2101 sunglasses with a/f 
case

2220 +VAT Oakley Sutro sunglasses with box and 
case

2221 +VAT Microsoft Surface 1661 dock

2222 +VAT Assorted PC RAM from HyperX, Crucial 
and others

2223 +VAT Crucial P5 Plus 1TB SSD

2224 +VAT Donner Equalizer guitar pedal

2225 +VAT 3x Hive Active Plug's

2226 +VAT BTS kpop album

2227 +VAT 3x PS5 games, 12x PS4 games and 6x 
Xbox One games

2228 +VAT Quantity of Blu-ray DVD films

2229 +VAT Pair of 18ct white gold cluster baguette 
cut diamond cluster stud earrings

2230 +VAT 2 pairs of 9ct white gold tanzanite stud 
earrings

2231 +VAT Pair of 18ct white gold ruby and diamond 
cluster stud earrings

2232 +VAT Pair of 18ct white gold ruby and diamond 
cluster stud earrings

2233 +VAT 2 pairs of 9ct white gold sapphire and 
diamond hoop earrings and 4 pairs of 9ct gold 
ruby and diamond hoop earrings

2234 +VAT Pair of 9ct stud earrings in gift box

2235 +VAT 3x boxed silver rings

2236 +VAT Consignment of silver and silver effect 
items of jewellery

2237 +VAT Selection of Pandora charms and pair of 
Pandora earrings

2238 +VAT Hugo Boss 'Hole in One Club' wristwatch 
with box

2239 +VAT Slow Swiss Made cream dial silver tone 
wristwatch with box

2240 +VAT Garmin Forerunner 45s GPS running 
watch

2241 +VAT Casio G-Shock 3465 digital wristwatch

2242 +VAT Donner Equalizer guitar pedal

2243 +VAT Ray-Ban RB3016 Clubmaster sunglasses 
with case

2244 +VAT Lacoste L795S sunglasses with Duco 
case

2245 +VAT MiniFrame Eschenbach reading glasses 
with case

2246 +VAT Jabra Elite 7 Active wireless earphones

2247 +VAT AK Hi-Fi TWS UW100 wireless earphones

2248 +VAT AK Hi-Fi TWS UW100 wireless earphones

2249 +VAT AfterShokz Air wireless headphones

2250 +VAT Jabra Evolve 2 30 headset

2251 +VAT 2x Phonak hearing aids

2252 +VAT *Sealed* Samsung Galaxy S21 Ultra 5G 
256GB smartphone

2253 +VAT *Sealed* Samsung Galaxy S20 FE 5G 
128GB smartphone

2254 +VAT Samsung Galaxy S9 64GB smartphone 
with charger and box

2255 +VAT Samsung Galaxy A32 5G 64GB 
smartphone with charger and box

2256 +VAT *Sealed* Samsung Galaxy A22 5G 64GB 
smartphone

2257 +VAT Samsung Galaxy A12 64GB smartphone 
with charger and box

2258 +VAT Samsung Galaxy A02S 32GB smartphone 
with charger and box

2259 +VAT Samsung Galaxy A02 32GB smartphone 
with charger and box

2260 +VAT iPhone 7+ 128GB smartphone

2261 +VAT *Sealed* Xiaomi Mi Redmi Note 10 5G 
128GB smartphone

2262 +VAT Motorola Moto G 50 64GB smartphone 
with charger and box
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2263 +VAT Nokia 105 4G and Sony Ericsson Vivaz 
U5i mobile phones

2264 +VAT Lenovo Tab M10 FHD Plus 64GB tablet 
with charger and box

2265 +VAT HP ProBook 450 G5 laptop with Intel i5-
8250U, 8GB RAM, 256GB SSD and Windows 
10

2266 +VAT Dell Inspiron 5491 laptop with Intel i5-
1020U, 8GB RAM, 256GB SSD, Windows 10 
and PSU

2267 +VAT Dell ThinkPad T480s laptop with Intel i7-
8650U, 8GB RAM, 256GB SSD, Windows 10 
and PSU

2268 +VAT HP ProBook 440 G8 laptop with Intel i5-
1135G7, 8GB RAM, 256GB SSD, Windows 10 
and PSU

2269 +VAT Blackview BV6600E 32GB smartphone 
with box and plug

2270 +VAT UnionSine Expansion 250GB external HD

2271 +VAT Ring Video Doorbell 2nd Gen

2272 +VAT WD 750GB laptop HDD

2273 +VAT 6x Carbie Android handheld terminals 
model 811018010674, cases and charging 
cables

2274 +VAT Dell Lattitude 7410 laptop with PSU and 
box (no HDD)

2275 +VAT Samsung 310XBA-KA1 Chromebook with 
Intel Celeron N4000, 4GB RAM, emmC 32GB, 
box and PSU

2276 +VAT Amazon Fire HD 10 64GB tablet with box 
and charger

2277 +VAT Alba 7" 16GB tablet with box

2278 +VAT Amazon Fire TV Stick 4K Max, Lite and 
one other

2279 +VAT Custom PC Build with AMD FX-6100, 
8GB RAM, 256GB SSD, Windows 10 (case is 
damaged)

2280 +VAT PS4 500GB console with controller

2281 +VAT 4x Oximeters and forehead & ear 
thermometer

2282 +VAT 3x portable bluetooth speakers; Anker, 
Doss and T5

2283 +VAT Belkin 2-in-1 wireless charger

2284 +VAT LOKI Tesla diagnostic kit for Tesla Model 
3, Model X, Model S and Model Y

2285 +VAT Outdoor IP dome camera

2286 +VAT Outdoor IP dome camera

2287 +VAT LinkSys WRT1900 ACS dual band WiFi 
router

2288 +VAT MiniRig portable speaker

2289 +VAT Framed Beano 'Donnchad The Menace' 
comic strip with custom message

2290 +VAT Rugby league ball bearing signature

2291 +VAT Motorola charging stand for Zebra MC40 
handheld terminals

2292 +VAT Juniper Networks SRX300 8-port services 
gateway

2293 +VAT Quantity of USB ring lights

2294 +VAT Xbox Elite Series 2 wireless controller

2295 +VAT Jabra Evolve 75 wireless headset

2296 +VAT Eufy Security Dual Camera Security 
Doorbell

2297 +VAT Arlo Essential Spotlight wireless camera

2298 +VAT Time2 WiFi bullet camera

2299 +VAT Outdoor IP cradle ball camera

2300 +VAT Outdoor IP cradle ball camera

2301 +VAT Yale Essentials Alarm Kit

2302 +VAT 2x Yale PIR movement detectors

2303 +VAT Yale Access Module and WiFi Bridge

2304 +VAT Yale Keyless Lock

2305 +VAT EzViz C6N Black WiFi camera

2306 +VAT Sapphire Radeon RX470 4GB graphics 
card

2307 +VAT Oculus Go all-in-one VR headset 64GB

2308 +VAT Superbcco multi-device bluetooth 
keyboard

2309 +VAT Superbcco multi-device bluetooth 
keyboard

2310 +VAT Electronic postal scales SF890

2311 +VAT Amazon Echo

2312 +VAT 2x BT Advanced Digital Home Phones 
and 1x BT Essential Digital Home Phones

2313 +VAT Bose SoundSport wireless earphones

2314 +VAT Portable monitor

2315 +VAT Jackery Explorer 500 518Wh/500W Solar 
Generator

2316 +VAT Eachine EX4 4K drone

2317 +VAT *Sealed* SumUp Air mobile card terminal

2318 +VAT *Sealed* SumUp Air mobile card terminal
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2319 +VAT *Sealed* SumUp Air mobile card terminal

2320 +VAT *Sealed* SumUp Air mobile card terminal

2321 +VAT SumUp Air mobile card terminal

2322 +VAT Asus MB169B+ portable monitor

2323 +VAT AMD Ryzen 5 5600X processor (no fan)

2324 +VAT Ring Chime Pro

2325 +VAT *Sealed* Google Chromecast

2326 +VAT Amazon Fire TV Stick 4K

2327 +VAT BT Smart Baby Monitor

2328 +VAT PlayStation 5 Console Cover

2329 +VAT 3x pairs of headphones and headset

2330 +VAT TP-Link AC1200 Gigabit WiFi Router

2331 +VAT TP-Link AC1200 Gigabit WiFi Router

2332 +VAT Asus AX5400 Dual Band RT-AX82U 
gaming router

2333 +VAT *Sealed* Nevro Charger Kit for spinal cord 
stimulator device

2334 Bag containing a variety of loose stamp albums 
and stamps

2335 Selection of first day covers to include 2 binders 
and some loose in tin

2336 Variety of Chelsea match day programmes and 
Chelsea FC magazines

2337 +VAT Selection of Royal Family cutouts, 
newspaper documents and other ephemera in 
German

2338 Selection of BSPA and other Exeter Speedway 
County Ground Stadium programmes from the 
1970's

2339 2 binders containing a variety of first day covers

2340 2 small binders containing first day covers

2341 History of Aviation first day cover collection in 
binder together with the Historic First Day Cover 
stamp sets in binder and 2 further first day cover 
sets from around the world

2342 7 various first day cover albums to include The 
New Pioneer cover album

2343 Box of various stamps, GB definitives and other 
loose world stamps

2344 Bag containing loose first day covers, various 
stamps and other sets on paper

2345 Voighander TLR camera with accessories in 
vintage leather case

2346 +VAT 6 Royal Mail presentation packs 
containing first day covers

2347 Tray containing film camera equipment to 
include a Canon Canonet 28

2348 Practica L2 film camera and other accessories in 
box

2349 11 cases each containing approximately 50+ DJ 
house music and other DJ sample tracks on 
vinyl

2350 Prinz 8mm movie editor proofmaster set in box

2351 Pair of Cross Scale LNG 40x70 binoculars with 
damaged optics

2352 Selection of film camera equipment, lenses, 
vintage film camera accessories, tripods, etc

2353 Slide viewer, colour viewer, tripod and other 
accessories

2354 Tray containing a variety of Lord of the Rings 
and other collectables, Lego collectable packs, 
scale model ship by Heller and other Lego 
pieces

2355 V models Vospa RAF Crash Fender Mighty 
Midget electric motor vehicle together with a 
model Rapier model crane by V Models in box, 
Dinky Toys and international road signs

2356 Box containing mostly Technix Lego pieces and 
other Lego components

2357 Crate containing a variety of Lego playset pieces 
and bricks

2358 2 cases containing The Greatest Show on Earth 
Atlas Editions collectable vehicles in boxes 
(some in sealed boxes)

2359 Box of die cast Matchbox, Corgi and other 
collectable commercial vehicles and other die 
cast vehicles including Royal Mail, etc

2360 Box containing mini train sets by Atlas Editions, 
some in sealed boxes

2361 2 crates containing a variety of Eddie Stobart 
commercial vehicles and other collectable die 
cast models for Eddie Stobart

2362 Star Wars Millennium Falcon Trilogy collection 
toy together with Star Wars Evolutions figure set 
for Anakin Skywalker and the Star Wars Vault 
set

2363 Heavily repaired China headed bowl

2364 2 crates containing Great British buses models 
by Atlas Editions, some in sealed boxes

2365 Hang on Harvey game by Ideal in box together 
with The Beatles 340 piece jigsaw set

2366 5 trays of various die cast vehicles
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2367 5 paperback John Player & Sons albums 
together with pocketwatch and 2 military service 
badges

2368 +VAT Oriental figure cast in metal

2369 Various metal base farmyard animal toys, 
mostly cows

2370 Box containing various necklaces, jewellery 
items and a Sibon 21 jewel Swiss made watch

2371 Tray containing various vintage dolls and a IHS 
Common Prayer Hymnbook

2372 Tray containing a large variety of ballpoint and 
other pens, various propelling pencils and other 
writing tools

2373 Selection of pocket watches to include a watch 
marked GSTP09502 and a silver fob chain

2374 Box containing various vintage watches for 
spares and repairs to include Roma, Pesag, The 
Smiths and others

2375 Various costume jewellery items, bric-a-brac 
items, Cross pen, etc

2376 Bloomingdales tableware set to include salt and 
pepper shaker and nameplace holder set in 
fitted cases

2377 Antifyre Pistole model B fire extinguisher

2378 Box containing various pearl necklace sets, 
other collectables and Stratton compacts

2379 Bag containing various pocket knives, bottle 
openers, whistles, etc

2380 Bracelet, Cross pen set and various other 
collectables to include silver fob chain and a 9kt 
375 hallmarked case watch

2381 2 sets of Lotus pearl necklace sets

2382 Hamilton gents wristwatch, another further 
wristwatch and some jewellery items in bag

2383 Selection of yellow metal ware costume 
jewellery items in box

2384 Pink tray containing various gents and other 
wristwatches to include a Ling wristwatch, Rone 
17 jewel watch movement, Oris automatic watch 
movement with scratched glass and other 
vintage watches

2385 JVC micro hifi system with CD player, speakers 
and remote

2386 Selection of mantle clocks and travel clocks to 
include a Smiths Sectriz mantleclock

2387 Selection of china collectables to include Royal 
Doulton cat, Royal Chelsea style vase, 
Wedgwood bone and china vase and other 
ceramic collectables

2388 Geemarc button telephone set in green

2389 1988 military gas mask with filter and carry bag

2390 Wildlife wireless camera kit in box

2391 Logik 22'' LED TV with remote control

2392 Toshiba 32'' TV with 3 tier glass stand

2393 2 boxes containing various electrical sundries, 
cases, camera flashes, tablet cases, tablet 
keyboard cover and other cabling

2394 Aiwa hi-fi stacking system with speakers

2395 Brateck TV wallmount for up to 65'' TV

2396 Pro Signal TV desktop stand mount

2397 Steeple tone hi-fi system in box

2398 Tray containing various old mobile phones and 
sundries for spares and repairs, CD players, etc

2399 Nec M230X HDMI projector

2400 Hitachi LCD projector with carry case

2401 Body shaper figurehead electronics device in 
case

2402 Rank Aldis slide projector with lamps and screen

2403 Cossor Melody Maker radio

2404 Pye vintage radio

2405 Bush vintage valve radio

2406 Amstrad PCW 8256 personal computer word 
processor with keyboard and printer

2407 4 part component Technics hi-fi stacking set (no 
speakers)

2408 +VAT Pioneer DAB Plus CD player system with 
speakers and remote

2409 Eumig MK M 8mm projector system

2410 Halina 300 slide projector

2411 Boots Super Zoom 8 cinefilm projector with box

2412 Sharp hi-fi music centre with speakers

2413 Pair of Mission M51 speakers with soft covers

2414 Bose PC Companion subwoofer with no 
controller or satellite speakers

2415 Various electrical sundries to include binoculars, 
DVD player and CCTV camera

2416 Teac CD receiver with remote (no speakers)

2417 +VAT Russound SMS3 smart media server (no 
psu)

2418 +VAT Russound SMS3 smart media server (no 
psu)
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2419 +VAT Pioneer DJ smart controller model 
DDJ200 with box

2420 +VAT Pioneer DJ smart controller model 
DDJ200 with box

2421 Crate containing various first day covers, 
mixture of early British thruppence coins (some 
silver) and crowns including 1953 5 shilling 
crown

2422 Unnamed service medal together with a 
distinguished service 5 year ACC medal

2423 Brass compass device with leather case

2424 Binder containing various coins to include GB 
and others

2425 Silver hallmarked pot

2426 Box containing various GB coinage to include 
GB early coinage, 3 pence pieces, pennies and 
other items

2427 Cossor vintage valve radio in wooden case

2428 GEC valve radio in wooden case

2429 Tray containing a wide selection of cassette 
tapes by various artists

2430 Various CDs to include Peter Howell

2431 Various Sony cassette walkmans and CD 
players

2432 2 cases of various 7'' vinyl single records and 
other LPs

2433 Box of various DAB radios including Roberts

2434 Box containing a variety of digital and film 
camera accessories

2435 Box containing a variety of digital and film 
camera accessories

2436 +VAT Wohler VIS 340 inspection camera unit 
with batteries, camera kit and charger

2437 Sharp soundbar with psu

2438 3 Maginon USB turntables with bluetooth in 
boxes

2439 3 Maginon USB turntables with bluetooth in 
boxes

2440 Nine various TV brackets to include Sanstrom, 
Sanus and others

2441 +VAT Pair of Rega Jura floor standing 
loudspeakers

2442 +VAT LED Penguin light set in box

2443 +VAT TCL wireless soundbar and subwoofer kit 
with remote

2444 3 metal framed Red Arrow light set displays

2445 2 star shape light displays in black

2446 2 star shape light displays in black

2447 +VAT Tourtech guitar case for 3/4 size guitar

2448 +VAT Tourtech full size guitar case

2449 +VAT Tourtech full size guitar case

2450 3 boxes containing a huge selection of posters

2451 +VAT 3x Jamstik smart guitars bundles in boxes

2452 +VAT Blackstar ID Core Stereo 10 guitar 
speaker

2453 Rosetti Rambler Concertina

2454 +VAT Citronic CDM10.4 DSP mixer

2455 +VAT Student violin with hard case (no bow)

2456 (8) Violin with damaged strings with hard case 
and bow (in need of repair)

2457 Selection of guitar audio accessories, straps, 
pedals, slip cases and cables

2458 Heavily repaired French horn with case

2459 +VAT Various accessories to include an Akai 
mini professional keyboard, M-Audio FireWire 
unit and a mini USB keyboard

2460 Yamaha PSR22 keyboard in box

2461 Tone Works pedal by Korg and a Crybaby 
Dunlop Electronics guitar pedal

2462 Epiphone guitar case together with another TKL 
case

2463 +VAT Jukebox design CD player speaker 
system

2464 *Withdrawn*

2465 Box containing various film camera accessories, 
box camera and cinecams

2466 Vicount stamp album with contents including 
world stamps

3001 +VAT Sage Barista Express coffee machine

3002 +VAT Sage Barista Express coffee machine

3003 +VAT De'Longhi Magnifica S smart coffee 
machine

3004 +VAT De'Longhi Magnifica Evo espresso coffee 
machine

3005 +VAT De'Longhi Magnifica Evo espresso coffee 
machine

3006 +VAT De'Longhi bean to cup coffee maker

3007 +VAT Melitta Aroma Fresh coffee machine

3008 +VAT Kitchenaid 4.3 litre standing mixer with 
attachment
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3009 +VAT Unboxed De'Longhi Magnifica Evo 
espresso coffee machine

3010 +VAT De'Longhi unboxed coffee machine

3011 +VAT Unboxed Sage Barista Express coffee 
machine

3012 +VAT Unboxed Kenwood Chef XL standing 
mixer with 3 attachments

3013 +VAT Kenwood K Mix standing mixer with 3 
attachments

3014 +VAT Box containing a Kenwood food processor 
with accessories and various kitchen appliances

3015 +VAT Bag containing a quantity of modern 
standard bags of hot chocolate

3016 +VAT Box of green glasses

3017 +VAT Nespresso De'Longhi coffee machine with 
pods

3018 +VAT 2 boxes of Tassimo coffee pods plus a 
Bosch Tassimo coffee machine

3019 +VAT Gourmia 6.7 litre digital air fryer

3020 +VAT Gourmia 6.7 litre digital air fryer

3021 +VAT Gourmia 6.7 litre digital air fryer

3022 Instant Pot multi use pressure cooker

3023 +VAT Box containing Empty Dynamite Ltd Ed. 
jars, celebration mugs, glasses etc

3024 +VAT Box containing 2 frying pans and some 
coffee machines

3025 +VAT Gourmia 5.7 litre digital air fryer

3026 +VAT Gourmia 5.7 litre digital air fryer

3027 +VAT Gourmia 5.7 litre digital air fryer

3028 +VAT Gourmia 5.7 litre digital air fryer

3029 +VAT Gourmia 5.7 litre digital air fryer

3030 +VAT Gourmia 5.7 litre digital air fryer

3031 +VAT Gourmia 5.7 litre digital air fryer

3032 +VAT Gourmia 6.7 litre digital air fryer

3033 +VAT Gourmia 6.7 litre digital air fryer

3034 +VAT Gourmia 6.7 litre digital air fryer

3035 +VAT Gourmia 6.7 litre digital air fryer

3036 +VAT Kenwood food processor chef attachment

3037 +VAT Multi tasking lap tray plus a mini filer

3038 +VAT Tray of assorted items including recycling 
bags, soaps, Airwick air fresheners, etc

3039 +VAT Tray of assorted kitchenware and 
appliances

3040 +VAT Unboxed Tefal filter fryer

3041 +VAT Tray of assorted pots and pans

3042 +VAT Unboxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3043 +VAT 4 Taylor glass digital scales

3044 +VAT 6 unboxed Gourmia digital air fryers

3045 +VAT Instant Pot duo gourmet multi use 
pressure cooker

3046 +VAT Sabatier expandable dishrack

3047 Nespresso Virtue Next Magimix coffee machine

3048 +VAT Nespresso Virtuo Plus magimix coffee 
machine

3049 +VAT Nespresso Virtuo Plus magimix coffee 
machine

3050 +VAT Nespresso Virtuo Plus magimix coffee 
machine

3051 +VAT Circulon cookware set

3052 +VAT Tabletop stone Raclette

3053 +VAT Kenwood Multi Pro compact food 
processor

3054 +VAT Kenwood Multi Pro compact food 
processor

3055 +VAT Kenwood Multi Pro compact food 
processor

3056 +VAT Gourmia digital air fryer

3057 4 boxes containing mixed rolls of tape

3058 Selection of mixed kitchen appliances to include 
Silver Crest electric oven grill, toaster, etc

3059 +VAT 3 unboxed Sabatier dish racks

3060 +VAT 8 unboxed Gourmia digital air fryers

3061 +VAT 2 tower bins

3062 Tray of plates, cupholder, ceramic egg holder, 
etc

3063 +VAT Baymix of Switzerland hand mixer

3064 +VAT Box of Laurie Gates bowls plus some 
signature mugs

3065 +VAT 2 Otlit LED desk lamps

3066 +VAT Box of mini caramel fudge pieces

3067 +VAT Pet dryer

3068 Box of Silvercrest food sealer bags plus a 
Silvercrest vacuum sealer

3069 +VAT Box of Chef & Sommelier France wine 
glasses plus 4 bowls

3070 +VAT 2 boxes of universal wipes
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3072 +VAT Double hot plate

3073 +VAT Tefal aluminium sauté pan

3074 +VAT Philips garment clothes steamer

3075 +VAT Russell Hobbs honeycomb black kettle

3076 +VAT Nescafe Dolce Gusto Mini Me coffee 
machine

3077 +VAT Tramontina barbecue tool set plus a 
Taylor kitchen scale

3078 +VAT 2 Aqua filter jugs

3079 +VAT Kenwood Blend X compact blender

3080 +VAT Bag of mixed items including Gillette 
shaving blades, Oral B sun readers, etc

3081 Small stack of bath rugs

3082 +VAT Ceiling light

3083 +VAT Two space saving laundry baskets plus 
two large mats

3084 +VAT Bay of assorted household ware

3085 +VAT Two boxed stainless steel BBQ baskets 
and some loose ones

3086 +VAT Philips steam iron

3087 +VAT Unboxed Instant Vortex Plus dual air fryer

3088 +VAT Delonghi espresso coffee machine

3089 +VAT Two Aqua water filter jugs

3090 +VAT Gordon Ramsay Royal Doulton 
dinnerware set

3091 +VAT Instant Pot Gourmia air fryer

3092 +VAT One boxed plus one unboxed Kilner glass 
drinks dispenser

3093 +VAT Two Food and Friends lazy susan sets

3094 +VAT Starfrit The Rock stockpot

3095 +VAT Box containing a large sieve

3096 +VAT Berghoff Eurocast professional series 
pancake pan

3097 +VAT Husky Slim wine fridge

3098 +VAT Gourmia digital air fryer

3099 +VAT Box of bleach, a box of sheet protectors 
plus a box of empty testing bottles, small laundry 
basket and some coffee sachets etc

3100 +VAT Box Of Kitchen Aid oven gloves

3101 +VAT Box of tissues

3102 +VAT Box of A4 notebooks

3103 +VAT Tray containing a small quantity of Starfrit 
The Rock pans

3104 Tray of various household items and a mixture 
of other items

3105 Victorian pottery kitchen canisters, large biscuit 
barrels etc

3106 +VAT Kilner glass drinks dispenser

3107 +VAT Unboxed Instant Pot plus a Philips steam 
iron

3108 +VAT Eco Sensible eco living bin

3109 +VAT Eco Sensible eco living bin

3110 +VAT Instant Pot Vortex Plus duo air fryer

3111 +VAT Instant Pot Vortex Plus duo air fryer

3112 +VAT Kenwood Multipro compact food 
processor

3113 +VAT Braun multiquick line hank blender

3114 +VAT Instant Pot Gourmia crisp and air fryer

3115 +VAT Box of envelopes

3116 +VAT Two pet cooling mats

3117 +VAT Urban Kanga child's car seat

3118 Two boxes of candles

3119 Bag containing a small quantity of pet toys

3120 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 Series cordless stick 
vacuum with box and accessories

3121 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 Series cordless stick 
vacuum with box and accessories

3122 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 Series cordless stick 
vacuum with box and accessories

3123 +VAT Unboxed Samsung Jet 70 Series cordless 
stick vacuum with pole, head, two attachments 
and charger

3124 Handheld Dyson DC44 Animal with pole, head, 
two attachments and charger

3125 +VAT Bissell Icon 25v cordless vacuum

3126 +VAT Shark bagless cylinder vacuum cleaner 
(pet version)

3127 +VAT Handheld Dyson V7 cordless vacuum 
cleaner with accessories and box

3128 +VAT Bissell Icon 25v cordless stick vacuum 
cleaner with pole, head, attachment and charger

3129 +VAT Bissell Spot Clean portable carpet and 
upholstery cleaner

3130 +VAT Black and Decker Dustbuster

3131 G Tech Air Ram (no charger)
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3132 G Tech Air Ram spare head

3133 +VAT Handheld Shark vacuum cleaner with 
charger

3134 +VAT Two H Handy 700 vacuum cleaners

3135 +VAT NSA pedestal fan

3136 +VAT Robotic vacuum cleaner

3137 +VAT Woozoo desktop fan

3138 +VAT Tower fan

3139 +VAT Aircraft Powerglide cordless hard floor 
cleaner

3140 +VAT Aircraft Powerglide cordless hard floor 
cleaner

3141 +VAT Philips Easy touch Plus garment steamer

3142 +VAT Box of loose upright Shark steam mops

3143 Standing fan

3144 Pull along vacuum cleaner

3145 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3146 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3147 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole 
and box

3148 +VAT Two loose pedestal fans plus a loose 
Flash mop and a Shark mop

3149 Tray of sink tidies

3150 Bag containing two 6LT spin Jarvis Walker 
fishing rods

3151 Pull-along Bissell vacuum cleaner

3152 Tug-along Morphy Richards vacuum cleaner

3153 +VAT Shark anti hair wrap cordless vacuum 
cleaner

3154 +VAT Shark anti hair wrap cordless vacuum 
cleaner

3155 +VAT Shark anti hair wrap cordless vacuum 
cleaner

3156 +VAT Two upright Shark steam mops

3157 +VAT Two upright Shark steam mops

3158 +VAT Host dry extraction carpet cleaning 
system

3159 +VAT Vileda steam mop

3160 Upright G Tech Air Ram, no charger

3161 Upright Vax vacuum cleaner

3162 Beldray upright vacuum cleaner

3163 Upright steam mop

3164 Large box of various books

3165 +VAT Box of mixed toiletries and cosmetics

3166 +VAT Box of assorted food

3167 +VAT Tissue massage pro gun

3168 +VAT Osprey London handbag

3169 +VAT Omrom automatic upper arm blood 
pressure monitor

3170 +VAT 8 ACCU-Check instant connected blood 
glucose monitoring systems

3171 +VAT 6 ACCU-Check instant connected blood 
glucose monitoring systems

3172 +VAT 6 ACCU-Check instant connected blood 
glucose monitoring systems

3173 +VAT Bridge Design floor lamp

3174 9x 5950 caps

3175 +VAT Roller duffel bag

3176 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase

3177 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase

3178 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase

3179 +VAT Large hard shell Samsonite suitcase

3180 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase

3181 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase

3182 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase

3183 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase

3184 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase

3185 +VAT Large hard shell Samsonite suitcase

3186 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase

3187 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase

3188 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase

3189 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase

3190 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase

3191 +VAT Large hard shell American Tourister 
suitcase
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3192 +VAT Paoletti luxury embroidery quilted velvet 
duvet cover set

3193 +VAT Paoletti luxury embroidery quilted velvet 
duvet cover set

3194 +VAT Paoletti luxury embroidery quilted velvet 
duvet cover set

3195 +VAT Paoletti luxury embroidery quilted velvet 
duvet cover set

3196 +VAT 2 Memory Foam pillows, loose bedding 
pillow and keep cool shopping bag

3197 +VAT 2 storage filers and storage boxes

3198 Pet Collection pet tree, size medium

3199 +VAT Glow wick candle set plus 3 fragrant 
candle set and multi use wall shelf

3200 +VAT Couch console

3201 +VAT Couch console

3202 +VAT Couch console

3203 +VAT 7 mini hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcases

3204 Box of ladies Love Stories swim underwear

3205 Box containing ladies shock absorb ultimate 
running bras

3206 Box of mens New York Yankee underwear

3207 Box containing Fatface t-shirts, Under Armour 
shorts, North Face hats, etc.

3208 Box of ladies Fig leaves bras

3209 High vis work jacket

3210 +VAT Box of company award plaques

3211 +VAT Himalayan salt lamp, 1.5-2kg

3212 +VAT Himalayan salt lamp, 1.5-2kg

3213 +VAT Himalayan salt lamps, size 3-5kg

3214 +VAT Himalayan salt lamps, size 3-5kg

3215 Bag of approximately 70 golf balls

3216 +VAT 3 boxes of 75w inverter USB ports

3217 House of Holland mens underwear

3218 +VAT Box of sunglasses

3219 +VAT Titan Cool lunch pack and Titan Deep 
Freeze backpack

3220 2 boxes of mixed kitchenware, ceramic plates, 
bowls, dishes, etc.

3221 +VAT Large quantity of Marvel Ultimate Spider-
Man lunch bags

3222 +VAT 2 gym balls

3223 +VAT 3 Charmed Aroma fragrant candles

3224 Box containing large vase and others in various 
sizes

3225 3 king size hollow fibre quilts

3226 +VAT 6 boxes of September Skin daily 
cleansing creams

3227 +VAT 6 boxes containing September Scent 
Midnight eua de toilette, 50ml (sealed)

3228 +VAT 6 boxes of September Skin Go Glow 
unifying creams

3229 +VAT 7 boxes of September Skin Go Glow 
serums

3230 +VAT 5 boxes of September Skin illuminating 
eye gel

3231 +VAT 8 boxes of September Bolder Blonder 
purple shampoos

3232 +VAT 2 anti allergy protective bedding systems

3233 +VAT 2 king 10.5 togs with 1 super king

3234 Box of mixed clothing to include tops, jeans etc

3235 3 boxes of mixed kitchen and household items

3236 +VAT Large bag of stuffing

3237 3 mixed style handbags

3238 Tray of single duvet sets

3239 Newborn Annie mannequin trainer

3240 +VAT Box of Kleenex tissue and bags of surface 
cleaner

3241 +VAT Large box of English breakfast tea

3242 Pet cage

3243 2 bags of mixed ladies lingerie

3244 Box of mixed ladies clothing

3245 2 childrens seal wetsuits

3246 +VAT Box of single linen duvet cover sets

3247 2 boxes of used and unused nail varnish, gels, 
etc.

3248 Box of High Definition cosmetics and other 
mixed cosmetics

3249 2 large boxes of mixed nail varnish, skin care 
hand masks, creams, etc.

3250 2 boxes of toiletries, cosmetics, etc.

3251 Radley leather handbag

3252 Large box of various creams, toiletries, etc.

3253 +VAT Childs large roll out foam mat

3254 +VAT 2 large lengths of fabric
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3255 Box of fishing accessories

3256 +VAT 7 sailing bags

3257 +VAT Sailing bag

3258 New Home Janome sewing machine

3259 +VAT Pair of sailing boots

3260 +VAT 2 pairs of deck shoes

3261 Quantity of childrens Chelsea pyjamas

3262 +VAT Look Fantastic fragrant advent calendar

3263 +VAT Seville Classics desk raiser

3264 +VAT Pet rug

3265 1 tray containing mixed clothing plus another 
tray of lace curtains

3266 +VAT Circular Kirkland dog bed

3267 +VAT Coca-Cola cooler box

3268 +VAT Pregnancy pillow

3269 +VAT Smart LED strip light set

3270 +VAT Small caddy

3271 +VAT Neat Freak wall mounted hook and track 
system

3272 +VAT 2 Brookstone heated throws

3273 48 boxes of Finish dish washer tablets

3274 +VAT Box of 48 Sharpie highlighters

3275 Quantity of various till roll, plain thermal rolls, 
etc.

3276 +VAT Cafeteria French press

3277 +VAT 6 Aqua water filters

3278 +VAT Youth Infinity cricket shin pads

3279 +VAT Box of brown packaging envelopes

3280 +VAT 2 queen size airbeds

3281 Box of various books incl. The Great Gatsby, 
Alice in Wonderland, etc.

3282 +VAT Waterpik water flosser

3283 +VAT Waterpik water flosser

3284 +VAT Waterpik water flosser

3285 +VAT 2 neck and back massagers

3286 +VAT 2 neck and back massagers

3287 +VAT 2 neck and back massagers

3288 +VAT 2 neck and back massagers

3289 +VAT 2 neck and back massagers

3290 Compact Fitness system and 2 other fitness sets

3291 +VAT Tutti stroller

3292 4 boxes of various vases

3293 +VAT 2 loose Bestway airbeds

3294 +VAT Disassembled cat scratch tower

3295 Massage gun in black case

3296 12 Lego kits incl. Lego City, Lego Star Wars, 
etc.

3297 +VAT 5 ghost pepper chilli mash sauce and 2 
tubs of Trinidad Scorpion mash sauce

3298 +VAT Bag of Pure protein isolate and bag of 
sport fuel

3299 No Fear roller skates, size 5

3300 Pair of Russell & Bromley brown shoes

3301 Pair of All Saints black boots size 6

3302 +VAT 4 boxes pairs of Sketchers shoes

3303 +VAT Boxed pair of Khombu boots, Kirkland 
sheepskin boots, Sketchers shoes and mens 
dear foam slippers

3304 +VAT Bag containing Diagnostic Catheter 
medical items

3305 2 pairs of kids giant glitter Hunter welly boots

3306 +VAT Chain trainer

3307 Pallet of 50 real virtual toys story games and 
create video sets

3308 6 ride on coal trucks

3309 Nordic Track electric folding treadmill with psu, 
manual, etc

3310 +VAT Slazenger large sport bag containing hats, 
small tennis bags, tennis ball holder, etc.

3311 +VAT Everlast Powercore heavy bag kit

3312 +VAT Pro Form cross trainer

3313 +VAT Pro Form spin bike

3314 Ultenic hand held vacuum

3315 Ultenic hand held vacuum

3316 Ultenic hand held vacuum (unboxed), steam 
mop, etc.

3317 Pallet of View Master games

3318 +VAT Large pallet of mixed household items, 
toys, etc.

3319 4 boxes of bottle vases

3320 5 boxes of soft grip scissors

3321 4 boxes of clear vases
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3322 5 boxes of soft grip scissors

3323 6 mannequins

3324 Lifetime basketball backboard and base

3325 +VAT 6 tubes of Head Team tennis balls

3326 +VAT 6 tubes of Head Team tennis balls

3327 +VAT 6 tubes of Head Team tennis balls

3328 +VAT 6 tubes of Head Team tennis balls

3329 +VAT 6 tubes of Head Team tennis balls

3330 +VAT 6 tubes of Head Team tennis balls

3331 HM5G4 remote control helicopter

3332 Air Hogs flying drone plus a gyroscope plane

3333 +VAT 3 swing ball sets

3334 +VAT Quick Bay Quick Hit 8x8 golf net hitting 
set

3335 2 monkey toys

3336 +VAT Box containing childrens mixed clothing 
and toys

3337 +VAT Intex easy step swimming pool

3338 +VAT Schleich horse club play set

3339 +VAT Selection of wooden toys incl. wooden 
trains and cutting food toys, etc.

3340 +VAT 2 toy guitars

3341 +VAT Skateboard (just board)

3342 +VAT Box of wriggly slugs

3343 Bug photography and Fay of Play jigsaw book

3344 +VAT Nerf gun set and 2 swing ball sets

3345 +VAT Lifetime 32" backboard set

3346 +VAT Boxed and unboxed swimming pools, 
water slides, etc.

3347 +VAT Box of playing cards

3348 +VAT Boxed and unboxed swimming pools, 
slides, etc.

3349 +VAT Mixed unboxed and boxed swimming 
pools

3350 2 ladies Lipsy London dress tops

3351 Bitte Kai Rand dress, size 40

3352 +VAT Full zip hooded DKNY ladies coat, size M

3353 Hugo Boss t-shirt, size L

3354 Penny Hampton full zip Moss ladies jacket, size 
M

3355 Paul Smith Jr. long sleeve t-shirt

3356 Ladies River Island grey comfort layer jacket, 
size 10

3357 Ladies full zip DKNY coat, size M

3358 +VAT Brook Taverner striped blazer, size 42" 
chest (hanging)

3359 +VAT Haier chest freezer

3360 Siemens dishwasher

3361 Hotpoint 7kg washing machine

3362 Small chest freezer

3363 Siemens washing machine

3364 Under counter freezer

3365 Russell Hobbs induction hob

3366 Siemens fridge freezer

3367 Liebherr fridge freezer

3368 Miele dish washer

3369 +VAT 3 clothes airers

3370 +VAT Pair of Bridge Design table lamps

3371 +VAT 2 child safety car seats

3372 +VAT Infababy buggy umbrella

3373 +VAT Infababy baby carrier

3374 +VAT Infababy baby carrier

3375 +VAT Infababy baby carrier

3376 3 Pro Cut A4 dye cutting and embossing 
machines

3377 Bag of felting kits, and cross stich and craft kits

3378 +VAT Banned Alternative 'bag of tricks' 
Peekaboo cat handbag

3379 Lapin House girls fluffy white ruffle bow detail 
skirt age 7

3380 +VAT Islander Harris Tweed handbag in brown

3381 +VAT Ted Baker London leopard detail saffiano 
large bag in yellow (A/F stitching undone one 
side at the bottom)

3382 +VAT Radley tan leather clutch bag, boxed with 
dustbag

3383 Jimmy Choo sandals size EU 38 (used)

3384 +VAT Christian Louboutin heels size EU 39 
(used, well worn)

3385 +VAT Mystic Star Shoe 3mm Round Toe, size 
EU 46

3386 +VAT 2 pairs of Vivienne Westwood Anglomania 
pumps (signs of use, size unknown)
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3387 2 x Superlove Merino all season sleeping bags

3388 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include 
Collusion, Pieces, Stan Ray

3389 +VAT Snap Craftwell die cutting machine

3390 +VAT Nike Dunk Low PRM Halloween (2021) 
(some signs of use)

3391 +VAT Half pallet of pro cutting A4 dye 
embossing machine (for parts only)

3392 Half pallet of craft accessories incl. paper kits, 
lantern making kits, etc.

3393 +VAT 4 x A2 academy portfolios

3394 Pair of kids first classic Hunter wellies, size 8

3395 +VAT Starfrit the Rock roasting pan

3501 +VAT Oven gloves, tea towels, cushion covers, 
small pouffe, cooling body gel pad etc

3502 +VAT 3 single & 1 other duvet sets, sheets and 
Comfy faux mink blanket

3503 +VAT Forclaz backpack and Forclaz first aid kit

3504 +VAT Colapz water carrier, pressure washer 
gun handle, hose attachments, Decoy Owl, Slug 
killer pellets, washing lines etc

3505 +VAT Vase, Watercolour pad, NEC telephone 
handsets, dropper bottles, gift wrap, stationery, 
picture frames and sundry items

3506 +VAT Care Net pants in various sizes, FreeStyle 
blood glucose monitor, Fixed Walker boot, 
RedMed nasal mask and maternity belt

3507 +VAT Annons pan set, Rusty Barrel Park Lane 
cocktail set, Pitcher & Tumbler set, cast iron 
griddle, Samsung & Brita water filters, moulds, 
chopping board etc

3508 +VAT 2 feather filled and 2 polyester filled 
cushion pads

3509 +VAT 2 x Summit 5 panel windbreaks

3510 +VAT Selection of wool including velvet chunky, 
Mohair & Silk, double knit etc and sewing 
patterns

3511 +VAT SHO, Chilly and other water bottles, travel 
mugs, Maxwell & Williams china tea cup & 
saucer sets, cup warmer and SHO bottle brush

3512 +VAT OSprey Size LS full length wet suit, 
weighted skipping rope, resistance bands, 
boxing gloves, golf balls & tees, Moxi Killer 
pads, training gloves etc

3513 +VAT Double & single duvet sets, single sheets, 
oven gloves, pillowcases, rugs, towel etvc

3514 +VAT Wall clocks, brass pineapple, dryer balls, 
insect repeller, fly traps, fan, humidifier, box of 
2000 labels, refuse sacks, clock radio etc

3515 +VAT Naked Generation 'Hannah' shoulder bag

3516 +VAT Bag Base reflector bag, Dulwich leather 
wash bag, Apidura bike bag, tote and other 
storage bags

3517 +VAT Dignity caring cups, Baby resuscitation 
simulator doll, massage pillow. ResMed Air Fit 
F20, Slimline tubing and peak flow meter

3518 +VAT Vinod cooking pan, cake tin, 2 tier cake 
stand, digital spoon, cutlery tray, countertop 
drying rack, food containers etc

3519 +VAT Laundry detergent sheets, notebooks, 
bobble remover, die cutting plate, Mindful 
Affirmations, door hooks, incense burner etc

3520 +VAT Selection of chunky, double knit and other 
balls of wool, Vero silk fabric, knitting needles, 
elasticated strip etc

3521 +VAT Cat litter tray, dog car seat, Recovery 
collar, drinking stations, pet lead, collar, 
harness, toys etc

3522 +VAT Children's bed canopies, Crafty Pod, 
silicone baby plates, bowl, cup, Craft kit, buggy 
canopy etc

3523 +VAT Large cotton multi colour rug, 3 large 
throws and 2 sofa covers

3524 +VAT Bug blinds, window film, umbrella, Vileda 
mop heads, tea towels, throw, small pouffe etc

3525 +VAT John Lewis Kingsize duvet set, Cosy 
House bamboo king & double bed sheets, 
curtains, sofa cover, pillowcases, hot water 
bottle, tea towel etc

3526 +VAT Hama negative sleeves, foldaway mirror, 
dryer balls, curtain rings, artificial flowers and 
household sundries

3527 +VAT Soil tester, lidded seed trays, bird 
deterrent spikes, Shepherds hook bird feeder, 
LED tent pegs, Spa filter, rubble bags and 
canopy covers

3528 +VAT Joseph chopping borads, Simple Human 
custom fit bin liners, Le Creuset wine cooler, 24 
pce cutlery set, scales, coffee filters, grill 
brushes etc

3529 +VAT ResMed airfit starter pack, ResMed Airfit 
F20 & Mirage nasal masks, AgaMatrix blood 
glucose monitor, Pulse Oximeters, First Aid refill 
pack, HypaGuard splints, examination gloves, 
Climate line air tubing etc
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3530 +VAT Reh Kittz flash light, plastic binding 
combs, Salt lamp, Oil burner, LED skeleton 
water spinner, folding cane, storage bags etc

3531 +VAT Wall clock, leather care kit, gift boxes, 
clear A4 wallets, money wallets, window film, 
garland and household sundries

3532 +VAT Duvet set, Beurer Wellbeing heat pad, 
bath mat, beach & bath towels, curtains etc

3533 +VAT Faux sheepskin rug, King Size Fine 
Paisley duvet set, fitted & flat sheets, sofa cover, 
insect door screen, shower curtain etc

3534 +VAT Joyhut buoyancy aid, Compact Goo Bag, 
portable folding stool, C-Bell 40m emergency life 
line and Dometic Monssoon fibreglass pole

3535 +VAT Davina set of 2 3kg dumbbells

3536 +VAT 3 Full face snorkeling masks, Arccos 
Caddie Link, shooting targets, skipping rope, 
cricket balls, clay pigeon launcher etc

3537 +VAT Expanding hose, bird netting, parasol 
cover, Bestway pool cover, Weedol lawn weed 
killer, Multi-purpose compost, refuse sacks, 
hanging basket brackets, Bionic Trimmer etc

3538 +VAT Ultra 450 manual typewriter, Fabric Care 
kit, Ferm ripple carafe & glasses, Coach House 
forge trinket bowl, tray, Wireless weather station 
etc

3539 +VAT 3 x Dexcom G6 diabetic sets, GlucoMen 
Areo 2k, CareSens & On Call blood glucose 
monitors, ResMed F30 nasal mask, Slimline 
tubing, Omeril knee sleeve etc

3540 +VAT Staub cocottes stand, Cake decorating 
kits, Sabichi cutlery set, 2 packs of 6 tumblers, 
Rice-n-Slice kit, AeroPress coffee press, Crimpit 
packs, colanders etc

3541 +VAT Horse accessories including Compositi 
stirrups, Le Mieux & Crusader fly masks, 
Procush hunting whip. Tempest 6'3" waterproof 
fly rug, Cob harness etc

3542 +VAT Mothercare 3 position baby carrier, buggy 
parasol, Nursing pillow, Munchkin 360 beaker, 
Easy change swaddle, silicone bib etc

3543 +VAT Set of 3 tray shelves, 3 x 4 layer rotary 
seasoning boxes and 3 flat pack storage 
containers

3544 +VAT Puma FXT3000 cricket pads, Fotoflex 
swimming goggles, Golf & Footballs, resistance 
bands, boxing gloves, Dunlop tennis balls etc

3545 +VAT SHO and other water bottles, SHO 
replacement lids, Bottle rockets, travel mugs etc

3546 +VAT Shark, Henry & other vacuum accessories 
including pipes, filters, heads and dust bags

3547 +VAT Pet grooming brush, lead, nail grinder, 
toys, Flexi Lead Size L, Front frame door kit, 
feeding station mats etc

3548 +VAT Napkins, non slip mat, Super King duvet 
set, mattress protector, sheets, tea towels etc

3549 +VAT GS4000 LTD fishing reel, High Impact 
boilies, FIA Series F10 Krypton UL 2 tent, NGT 
stick set, Carp line and Light 650ml pot

3550 +VAT Picnic bag & blanket, rucksacks, Trinity 
cosmetic bag, laundry bag, tote bags etc

3551 +VAT King size duvet set, Jessi May cushion, 
fitted sheets, Hot water bottles, hand warmers, 
pillowcases, tea towels etc

3552 +VAT 100ft expanding hose, Pergola 
replacement canopy, garden bench cover, hose 
attachment, solar fountains, garden lighting etc

3553 +VAT Karcher trigger gun & power jet, Minky 
clothes line, Hozelock Select Plus water 
controller, hose attachments, Bee Hotel, 
gardening gloves, washing line, paving brush 
head etc

3554 +VAT Kovered backpack, Joseph & Brabantia 
bin liners, laundry bags and other bags

3555 +VAT Fabric care kit, Beer pump plaques, 
notebooks & stationery, Platinum Jubilee tea tin, 
shoe horn, fold up walking sticks, Dymo Label 
Writer 400 etc

3556 +VAT Flower press, Macrame Board, Rabbit soft 
toy kit and various lengths of fabrics

3557 +VAT Selection of wool, pattern, knitting 
needles, sewing bag & contents and knitting 
book

3558 +VAT Wine glasses, Chip dip set, Logic water 
filter, Aluminum foil, BBQ skewers, silicone 
baking mat, pizza cutter, scales, wine cooler etc

3559 +VAT 2 Ice super fast dry hair dryers

3560 +VAT 2 x GHD original hair straighteners

3561 +VAT BaByliss Rose Lustre 230 & BaByliss 
Rose Blush 235 hair straighteners together with 
MicroPure Ionic Hair straightener brush

3562 +VAT TPOB Slime 2 Diamond Carbon Edition 
clipper set (sealed)

3563 +VAT Elvie wearable breast pump, Beauty 
Works The Waver, 2 in 1 UV lamps, Hot air hair 
styler set, Bladeless neck cooler and Waterpik 
water flosser

3564 +VAT Electric single hob, 2 portable heaters, 2 
friendship lamps and Black & Decker work lamp

3565 +VAT At Home gold colour bedspread and 
matching pillowcases
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3566 +VAT Box of 2400 220x250mm Majestic Blue c-
fold towels

3567 +VAT Box of blue vest carrier bags and 2 boxes 
of 50 suspension files

3568 +VAT Vax Dual Power Pet Advance carpet 
cleaner and accessories (USED - A/F)

3569 +VAT 160x230cm cream & grey pattern carpet 
and 2 being 68x240cm carpets

3570 +VAT Zebra blind & fixings, Tulip sale oil burner, 
wax melts and Candy floss maker

3571 +VAT 3 rolls of bubble wrap and large bag of 
polystyrene packaging balls

3572 +VAT Flight Knight 4 wheel hard case suitcase

3573 +VAT 2 duck feather filled pillows, large non slip 
runner mat, water bottles and 'thank you' gift 
cards

3574 +VAT Quantity of play pit plastic balls and Paw 
Patrol Marshall Rise & Rescue set

3575 +VAT Box containing 5 32L plastic storage 
boxes and lids

3576 +VAT Lifebuoy ring, resistance bands and 2 
exercise mats

3577 +VAT Box of 50 Initiative Storage cases and box 
of suspension files

3578 +VAT Box containing 8 white duck feather 
cushions 24"x24"

3579 +VAT Flat pack coat hanger rail, flat pack plastic 
storage shelf unit, curtain pole and cane

3580 +VAT Baby bouncer chair and play tent

3581 +VAT 61cmx76cmx2.5cm Square pane mirror

3582 +VAT Industrial can opener and wooden bread 
bin

3583 +VAT Pack of 4 Sarah Jayce bounce back 
pillows

3584 +VAT Cabin Max Anode 40L combination lock 4 
wheel suitcase

3585 +VAT Baby swing seat in green

3586 +VAT Baby swing seat in green

3587 +VAT Eden Mobility drop down safety rail

3588 +VAT 3 black garden trough planters, 2 garden 
refuse bags and box of Fibafirst rabbit hay 
based sticks

3589 +VAT Aydin prayer mat and 2 tie on bench 
cushions

3590 +VAT Hot Wheels track builder

3591 +VAT 2 litter pickers, telescopic handle, 2 x LED 
wide tubes, quantity of Blu-ray storage 
containers and insulation strip

3592 +VAT 2 flat pack storage kits, Set of flat pack 
shoe storage boxes and roll of wallpaper

3593 +VAT Buggy platform & seat, Colour in Salah 
mat, Lord of the Rings Strategy Battle game 
book and model scenery

3594 +VAT Vokey design Titleist BV 60 11 golf club

3595 +VAT Newbery Bats 'The Master 100' Cricket 
bat

3596 +VAT 2 Mantis Squash rackets and carry case

3597 +VAT Baby safety gate

3598 +VAT Circular black framed mirror, Belfast & 
Manchester skyline silhouette framed & glazed 
pictures

3599 +VAT 2 large picture frames

3600 +VAT 12 packs of Tobago solar garden lights

3601 +VAT Asics GT-1000 11 womens trainers size 6

3602 +VAT Nike Joyride Run FK size 11.5 (used)

3603 +VAT Nike Blazer Mid 77 Jumbo TPA size 8.5

3604 +VAT Merrell All Out Blaze size 8 and a pair of 
Etnies Marana Vulc size 9

3605 +VAT Schuh Toulouse chunky sandal size 5

3606 +VAT Bag of 13 pairs of mixed ladies shoes 
(some with signs of use)

3607 +VAT 3 pairs of Public Desire shoes to include 
Harriet size 4, Chakkra size 4 and Bebe size 6

3608 +VAT Bag of 13 pairs of used shoes

3609 +VAT Bag of 15 pairs of mixed sandals and 
slippers

3610 +VAT 2 pairs of Missguided heels size 5 and a 
pair of Pretty Little Thing heels size 6

3611 +VAT 2 pairs of Very sandals size 7

3612 +VAT Bag of 10 pairs of assorted shoes

3613 +VAT Bag of 8 pairs of assorted shoes

3614 +VAT Bag of 9 pairs of assorted shoes

3615 +VAT Bag of 6 pairs of shoes including a pair of 
Asics trainers size EU 43.5 (one pair used)

3616 +VAT Bag of 10 pairs of assorted shoes

3617 Bag of 7 pairs of childrens shoes including 3 
boxed pairs of trainers (one pair of slippers is 
used)

3618 +VAT Faith Clatly heels size 7 (used)
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3619 +VAT Geox loafers size EU 38

3620 +VAT Nike Air Jordan 1 Mid Chicago Toe size 
11.5 (used)

3621 +VAT Puma Oslo womens trainers size 6

3622 +VAT Nike Air Force 1 womens trainers size 6.5

3623 +VAT Asics Patriot 12 womens trainers size 6

3624 +VAT Puma Softride Enzo Next size 10.5

3625 +VAT On Cloudflow womens trainers size 5.5

3626 +VAT On Cloudflow womens trainers size 5.5

3627 +VAT Adidas Amsterdam size 8 (used)

3628 +VAT Hunter Original Play Boot Short size 4

3629 +VAT On Cloudflow womens trainers size 6.5

3630 +VAT Reebok Club C Double Revenge womens 
trainers size 5.5

3631 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3632 +VAT Selection of Zara and Sister Companies 
clothing in various styles

3633 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include Levi, 
Uniqlo, American Vintage, etc

3634 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include 
Adanola, Nike, Adidas, etc

3635 +VAT Selection of clothing to include White 
Stuff, Pretty Lavish, Jigsaw, River Island, Dusk, 
Crew Clothing Company, Club London, Coco 
Fennell and Pretty Little Thing

3636 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Pretty 
Green, Uniqlo, Polo Ralph Lauren, Suay and 
Boss

3637 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing in various 
styles

3638 +VAT Selection of hats in various styles

3639 +VAT Selection of mixed paired socks

3640 +VAT Selection of mixed ladies and men's 
underwear

3641 +VAT Run & Fly leopard print jeans size 36L 
together with Lucy & Yak sunflower print 
dungarees size 10R (bagged)

3642 +VAT All Saints ladies gia dress in optic white 
size 14 (hanging)

3643 +VAT Percival nelson 3 pocket shirt in brown / 
green size medium (hanging)

3644 +VAT Abitto 3 piece suit in blue size 44R / 38R 
(hanging)

3645 +VAT Billionaire Boys Club all over logo print 
shirt in light blue size small (hanging)

3646 +VAT Barbour lightweight jacket in olive size 
medium (hanging)

3647 +VAT Jasper Conran large handbag in black

3648 +VAT Love Moschino small black gold 
embellished handbag

3649 +VAT x2 Green Thomas tote bags in navy / dark 
green

3650 Pallet containing mixed baby clothing ages 0-3

3651 Selection of children's accessories to include 
socks, hats, underwear, etc

3652 Selection of children's sportswear to include 
Nike, Adidas, Lyle & Scott, etc

3653 Selection of Next children's clothing in various 
styles

3654 Selection of baby accessories to include bibs, 
hats, socks, etc

3655 Pallet containing mixed children's clothing ages 
4+

3656 Selection of Zara children's clothing in various 
styles

3657 Barbour girls quilted lightweight jacket in navy 
size medium (hanging)

3658 +VAT Disney x Loungefly stitch tropical leaves 
mini backpack

3659 Moschino Kids tracksuit in grey age 8 (bagged)

3660 Selection of children's branded clothing to 
include Monsoon, Joules, Boden, JoJo Maman 
Bebe, Turtle Dove, etc

3661 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3662 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing in various styles

3663 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing in various styles

3664 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing in various styles

3665 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing in various styles

3666 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include Levi, 
BDG, Hollister, etc

3667 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Adidas, Lyle & Scott, etc

3668 +VAT Selection of River Island clothing in 
various styles

3669 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Karen 
Millen, Oh Polly, BooHoo Occasion and Cici 
Zhuang
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3670 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Monsoon, 
White Stuff, Akira, Jogal, Karen Millen and Murci

3671 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing in various 
styles

3672 +VAT Selection of accessories to include belts, 
scarfs, ties, etc

3673 +VAT Self Portrait ladies blossom mesh 
embellished jumpsuit in blue size 6 (hanging)

3674 +VAT Self Portrait ladies grid sequin midi dress 
in sage size 14 (hanging)

3675 +VAT Self Portrait ladies khaki tench mini dress 
size 16 (hanging)

3676 +VAT Self Portrait ladies chiffon trimmed dress 
in green size 14 (hanging)

3677 +VAT Lavish Alice ladies puff sleeve heavy satin 
mini dress in purple floral size 6 (hanging)

3678 +VAT Guess Los Angeles ladies black wrap mini 
dress size 6 (hanging)

3679 +VAT Vivienne Westwood red plaid shirt size 
medium - signs of wear (hanging)

3680 +VAT Roger Vivier geometric multi blue design 
handbag

3681 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3682 +VAT Off White khaki industrial belt one size 
with Flannels dust bag

3683 +VAT Giarite guette hounds tooth print vintage 
inspired shoulder bag with dust bag

3684 +VAT Love Moschino ladies heart script t-shirt in 
pink size 10 (hanging)

3685 +VAT Selection of swimwear in various styles

3686 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing in various 
styles

3687 +VAT Selection of Zara clothing in various styles

3688 +VAT Selection of River Island clothing in 
various styles

3689 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Trendyol, 
Club London, Oh Polly and Never Fully Dressed

3690 +VAT Selection of clothing to include 
Warehouse, Urban Outfitters, iets frans, 
Barney's, White Stuff, Sosandar and French 
Connection

3691 +VAT Selection of mixed ladies and men's 
underwear

3692 +VAT Selection of denimwear Boohoo, 
Stradivarius, Missguided, etc

3693 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Elesse, 
Adidas, Under Armour, etc

3694 +VAT Selection of bags in various styles

3695 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3696 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include New 
Look, I Saw It First, Boohoo, etc

3697 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Sweaty 
Betty, The North Face, Adidas, etc

3698 +VAT The Dolls House ladies floral print puff 
dress size XL (hanging)

3699 +VAT Selection of swimwear in various styles

3700 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Lipsy, 
Nobody's Child, Boohoo Occasion. River Island, 
Oh Polly, Pretty Little Thing, She by Sophie and 
Mia Joy

3701 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Nobody's 
Child, River Island, WoolOvers, Pretty Lavish, 
Collusion X, Vesper, FatFace and Y.A.S

3702 +VAT Ralph Lauren polo in navy size XL 
together with white shirt size L

3703 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing in various 
styles

3704 +VAT Zara parka jacket in black size small 
(hanging)

3705 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3706 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing in various styles

3707 +VAT Selection of denimwear to include 
Boohoo, H&M, M&S, etc

3708 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Sweaty Betty, Puma, etc

3709 +VAT Selection of River Island clothing in 
various styles

3710 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Calvin 
Klein, Hush, Monsoon, Pretty Lavish, Vero 
Moda, Pretty Green and White Icy

3711 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Kelsey 
Rose, Boohoo, Club London, Rixo and Missi 
London

3712 +VAT Selection of swimwear in various designs

3713 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing in various 
styles

3714 +VAT Selection of bags in various styles

3715 +VAT Keith Haring x H&M over shirt in beige 
size medium (hanging)

3716 +VAT x 2 Gusari kimono blouses in off white 
size M & L with box

3717 +VAT Fjall Raven Kanken original backpack in 
grey

3718 +VAT Orlo Kieley leather handbag in brown
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3719 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3720 +VAT Selection of Zara and Sister Companies 
clothing in various styles

3721 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include Urban 
Bliss, Jack & Jones, I Saw It First, etc

3722 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Adidas, Under Armour, etc

3723 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Pretty 
Green, Billabong and Barbour

3724 +VAT Selection of clothing to include River 
Island, Calvin Klein, Oh Polly, Pretty Lavish and 
Club London

3725 +VAT Selection of clothing to include River 
Island, Mint Velvet, Hush, Nobody's Child and 
Joules

3726 +VAT Selection of swimwear in various styles

3727 +VAT Selection of mixed ladies and men's 
underwear

3728 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing in various 
styles

3729 +VAT The Dolls House ladies nude sequined 
bodycon feather boa dress size small (hanging)

3730 +VAT Zara ladies collection 10 2021 long length 
winter coat size XS-S (hanging)

3731 +VAT Heist the highlight high waisted shaping 
shorts in beige size large with box

3732 +VAT On Running men's trail breaker jacket and 
waterproof pants both size large (bagged)

3733 +VAT Orla Kiely polka dot large handbag

3734 +VAT Bolongaro Trevor bum bag in black

3735 +VAT Beara Beara small classic leather zip 
backpack in yoyo caramel with dust bag

3736 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3737 +VAT Selection of Zara and Sister Companies 
clothing in various styles

3738 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include Place 
De Jour, River Island, Collusion X, etc

3739 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Adidas, Bo+Tee, etc

3740 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Pretty 
Lavish, Ted Baker, City Goddess, Quiz, Club 
London, Oh Polly, Elsie & Fred and Maniere De 
Voir

3741 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Hugo 
Boss, DSquared, Oasis, KillStar, Brave Soul, 
Temperley London, Pretty Lavish, Missguided, 
Urban Outfitters and Seasalt

3742 +VAT Selection of swimwear in various styles

3743 +VAT See by Chloe metallic print short dress 
size 14 (bagged)

3744 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3745 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include 
Missguided, Levi, Per Una, etc (x2 bags)

3746 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Adidas, Puma, etc

3747 +VAT Selection of swimwear in various styles

3748 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Club 
London, Pretty Lavish, Boden, River Island, 
ASOS Design, BooHoo, Lioness, etc

3749 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Sosandar, 
Boden, River Island, Princess Polly and Maniere 
De Voir

3750 +VAT Selection of Pretty Green clothing in 
various styles

3751 +VAT 2 x DSquared2 t-shirts in white and yellow 
both size XXL (bagged)

3752 +VAT Joseph calla coat polar skin in black size 
40 (hanging)

3753 +VAT Infinity London men's sheep napa leather 
jacket in black size 3XL (hanging)

3754 +VAT Kipling handbag in light brown

3755 +VAT Selection of mixed ladies and men's 
underwear

3756 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing in various 
styles

3757 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3758 +VAT Selection of Zara and Sister Companies 
clothing in various styles

3759 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include 
Dickies, &Other Stories, Carhartt, Diesel, etc

3760 +VAT Selection of sportswear, including Nike, 
Fila, Sweaty Betty etc

3761 +VAT Selection of women's clothing, including 
4th & Reckless, River Island, Mint Velvet, Cos, 
Monsoon, Seasalt, Toast and Brave Soul

3762 +VAT Selection of women's clothing, including 
Oh Polly, Boohoo, Me & Em, Fashion Nova, 
True Decadence, Closet, Pretty Little Thing

3763 +VAT Selection of Hugo Boss tracksuits (both 
size large) and t shirt (XL)

3764 +VAT Selection of men's clothing including 
Tog24, Pretty Green, Crew Clothing Company, 
Only & Sons, Mercier, The North Face, Ralph 
Lauren and Spoke
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3765 +VAT Selection of men's clothing including 
Tog24, Pretty Green, Crew Clothing Company, 
Only & Sons, Mercier, The North Face, Ralph 
Lauren and Spoke

3766 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing

3767 +VAT Selection of hats

3768 +VAT Selection of bags

3769 +VAT Selection of socks

3770 +VAT Vivienne Westwood Anglomania silver 
dress, size 42

3771 +VAT Kenzo floral tracksuit top, size large 
(hanging)

3772 +VAT Dsquared2 "Drawing Letters Is More Fun 
Than Writing Letters" t shirt, size large

3773 +VAT SPES Officers' fencing jacket in black with 
red trim, size XXL

3774 +VAT Mint Velvet leather jacket, size 10 
(hanging)

3775 +VAT Forever New vegan Harriet padded buckle 
saddle bag

3776 +VAT Francesco Biasia crocodile style black 
handbag with dustbag

3777 +VAT Radley black handbag with dustbag

3778 +VAT Marc Jacobs signature new logo webbing 
bag strap in orange with gold trim

3779 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing (adult 
and children, new and used)

3780 +VAT Pallet containing mixed linen items

3826 +VAT On Cloudflow size 6.5

3831 +VAT 2 corner shower 3 shelf racks, Flat pack 5 
shelf shoe rack, flat pack tray table and 
shopping trolley bags

3832 +VAT 2 baby bouncer chairs

3833 +VAT Flat pack children's safe guardrail and 2 
buggy platforms with seats

3834 +VAT Eilite pet timed feeder

3835 +VAT 2 bamboo chopping boards, laundry 
basket, picture frame, shower rail and adhesive 
brick wall decoration tiles

3836 +VAT RTD-208 sterilizing cabinet

3837 +VAT Flight Knight 360 4 wheel spinner suitcase

3838 +VAT 2 flat pack storage racks, fold up table and 
fold up faux leather storage box

3839 +VAT Flat pack cricket net, tie on bench cushion 
and length of hose

3840 +VAT Pack of 4 Sarah Jaynes bounce back 
pillows

3841 +VAT RTD-23A towel warmer UV sterilizer

3842 +VAT Ironing board

3843 +VAT 2 aluminum chain curtain pest strip blinds 
and non slip carpet runner

3844 +VAT 8 x A1 size Frame Eazy photo frames

3845 +VAT Krups Nespresso Essenza Mini coffee 
maker

3846 +VAT Minnie Mouse fancy dress costumes, 
Water bomb balloons and Footballer wall art

3847 +VAT 2 Tillyanna cushions and Pro Action 
sleeping bag

3848 +VAT Docga dog bag and Elite Timed pet 
feeder

3849 +VAT Party Cocktail fountain and Assorted grain 
rice bucket

3850 +VAT Conwy Kayak trolley

3851 +VAT MatchUp floor cleaner pump and green 
recycling bin

3852 +VAT Black framed arch mirror

3853 +VAT Ion Vapour Steamer, dish drainer, mop 
and Platinum Jubilee paper plates, beakers & 
napkins

3854 +VAT Large and small pet carriers and ball 
launcher

3855 +VAT Flatpack over bed table, flat pack shoe & 
storage racks and shelf unit

3856 +VAT Childrens musical walker, Pecute 
paddling pool and 2 swimming noodles

3857 +VAT Giant 4 in a Row game and Greydon 
World Cup Ed. Size 6 cricket bat, stumps & ball 
set

3858 +VAT 100L bag of Plant it Vermiculite

3859 +VAT Scuttle Bug 3 wheel bike and PowerMan 
My First Educational Robot

3860 +VAT Adjustable flat pack table, waste bin and 
Multi picture frame

3861 +VAT 10kg bucket of Westland Bone meal

3862 +VAT Lego Transformers Optimus Prime 10302 
kit (sealed)

3863 +VAT 2 flat pack childrens scooters

3864 +VAT Mamas & Papas Airo Newborn pack and 
Tommee Tippee sterilizer

3865 +VAT Smart Garden by Click & Grow
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3866 +VAT Flexible tub, Roll of garden wire, 2 
telescopic poles and 2 washing line props

3867 +VAT Garden incinerator, large garden plant pot 
and wicker flower basket

3868 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, 
Guinness Draught Nitrosurge, Dish matic refills, 
Hozelock attachments, Winsor & Newton water 
colours, moth trap, Fiskar pruners etc

3869 +VAT Baby Bio plant feeds, Miracle Gro Plant 
food, Weedol Pathclear, Rooting powder and 
Nippon ant stations

3870 +VAT Sellotape, Glue sticks, Punched pockets, 
greeting cards, adhesive labels and other 
stationery and craft accessories

3871 +VAT Bag containing Oust descaler and Flash 
Magic erasers

3872 +VAT Carpet & Upholstery cleaner, Brass 
cleaner, Shoe cleaners, Moth Shields, Washing 
Up Liquid, Stain devil and other household 
cleaning products

3873 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, 
binoculars, Bryan Adams CD, Brass ornament, 
picture frames, Fairfax & Favor suede tassels, 
coffee filters, thermometers and kitchen utensils 
etc

3874 +VAT Selection of health products including 
Blood glucose monitor, Pulse Oximeter, Brava 
Protective Seals, Accu-Chek Lancets, Sterile 
Urine Drainage bags, dressings, forehead 
thermometers, Philips nasal masks, wrist brace 
etc

3875 +VAT Assortment of craft & stationery including 
crochet hooks, cotton, thread clippers, casting 
powder, Hen Party Packs, pens, glue guns etc

3876 +VAT Large selection of scented candles, wax 
melts, incense, tea lights etc

3877 +VAT 5 various scented Yankee candles

3878 +VAT Selection of scented candles including Jo 
Malone, Tisserand, Desire, Booze & Burn etc

3879 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, picture 
frame, MAM baby feeding bottles, garden 
pruners, hose accessories, whistle, wallets, 
purses, trinket boxes etc

3880 +VAT Large bag containing household sundries, 
assorted kitchen utensils and pet accessories

3881 +VAT Selection of household cleaning products, 
Spa treatments, Sail & Canvas cleaner, Spider 
repellant, Horse & Pet cleaning products, paint 
etc

3882 +VAT Selection of art, craft & stationery 
products including wool, cotton, pens, note 
pads, glue gun and more

3883 +VAT Selection of wax melts, scented candles 
and incense

3884 +VAT Selection of various sized light bulbs, 
torches, string lights, car headlight bulbs, Petzl 
running head light, Smart bulbs etc

3885 +VAT Neom Wellbeing Pod and selection of 
scented candles

3886 +VAT Srixon & other golf balls, training gloves, 
Oxford bike tubes, My Zone Blaze, Dart 
accessories, hockey puck etc

3887 +VAT Health products including injury supports, 
Pedometer, stethoscope, Accu-Check Lancets & 
strips, plasters, portable refractometer etc

3888 +VAT Fishing accessories including Aqua Bait, 
hooks, weights, catapults, salt water bait, Fly 
Tying resin etc

3889 +VAT Denby jug, Royal Albert dishes, Platinum 
Jubilee and other mugs, ornaments etc

4001 (YX62 AGY) Piaggio Ape 50 van in black, 50cc, 
first registered 04/10/12, converted to mobile 
coffee outlet with associated trailer, including 
two Buffalo water heaters, glass-fronted fridge 
and removable signage, two seats, one former 
keeper, showing approx. 20 miles, with V5 and 3 
keys, SORN 03/08/21, HPI checked

4002 (Y377 VBD) Peugeot 406 LX in blue, 1749cc 
petrol, first registered 23/03/2001, mileage 
approx. 75,067, 4-door saloon, one previous 
owner, MOT 11/02/2023, with V5, 2 keys, 
service book and lots of paperwork

4021 Vintage bike in black

4022 Vintage ladies bike in black

4023 Raleigh Pursuit racing bike in red

4024 Orange BMX style bike

4025 Ladies shopping style bike in green

4026 Girls Ammaco Tiffany bike in teal

4027 Childs pedal go kart by Kettler in yellow

4028 Apollo folding bike in black

4029 +VAT Vittoria ETRTO15-622-MAX lightweight 
bike wheel

4030 Girls Saracen TT bike in white

4031 Girls bike in pink with stabilisers

4032 Hawk Hill Marin bike with front suspension in 
dark grey
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4033 Elite static bike trainer

4034 Ladies Raleigh Classic bike in maroon

4035 Raleigh Sabre bike in blue and purple

4036 Boxed Mi Electric scooter Pro 2 (no charger)

4037 Ammaco America bike in blue and black

4038 Ammaco bike in blue

4039 Ammaco Classique ladies bike in pink with 2 
baskets

4040 Cool Slide scooter in black

4041 +VAT Razor E-Prime electric scooter, no 
charger

4042 +VAT Boxed vintage Dutch style bike

4043 +VAT Avid 160mm powered geared bike wheel

4044 Petrol engine quad bike on green metal frame

4051 Spear & Jackson HG500B electric grass trimmer

4052 Einhell GC-ET4025 electric grass trimmer

4053 Stihl Petrol engine hedge cutter

4054 Stihl MS180 petrol engine chainsaw

4055 Stihl HS45 petrol engine hedge trimmer

4056 Stihl HS?? petrol engine hedge trimmer

4057 Stihl HSA86 petrol engine hedge trimmer

4058 Kawasaki TG18 petrol engine hedge trimmer

4059 Flymo Easy Cut 6000XT electric hedge trimmer

4060 Flymo garden vac

4061 Eckman electric vacuum/ mower/ mulcher

4062 Titan TTL758CHN electric chainsaw

4063 Flymo cordless 12v strimmer with battery, no 
charger

4064 Power Devil PBL2500 blow vac

4065 Stihl FS45C petrol engine bent arm strimmer

4066 Challenge Xtreme 30cc petrol engine grass 
strimmer

4067 Petrol engine Honda UMK422 straight arm 
strimmer with spare Honda WX10 petrol engine

4068 Stihl FC44 petrol engine strimmer

4069 Titanium Multi Tool 3000 by McCulloch petrol 
engine straight arm strimmer

4070 Power Devil cordless 18v hedge trimmer with 
battery and charger, a Steayer ES400 electric 
chainsaw and a Ryobi CHT72303 cordless 
hedge trimmer

4071 Boxed Challenge cordless pole hedge trimmer 
and electric 400w hedge trimmer

4072 Flymo 1800w garden vac

4073 Titan TTK587GD0 25cc petrol 4 in 1 multi tool 
with strimmer, pole saw and hedge trimmer 
attachments

4074 McCulloch Super Airstream 4 gas blow vac with 
attachments

4075 Black + Decker Trim 'n' Edge electric strimmer, 
no cord

4076 Flymo electric garden vac

4077 Florabest pruner, pickaxe, rake and long shovel

4078 Small Flymo electric lawn mower

4079 Various garden tools incl. shovels, fork, rake, 
hose, pruner, etc.

4080 Garden wares incl. Karcher patio cleaning head, 
small parasol bases, wooden plank, kneeling 
pad, edging shears, gutter hopper, etc.

4081 +VAT Ply built hamster/ gerbil cage

4082 Assorted garden tools incl. Bosch battery 
powered strimmer with battery and charger, 
various lawn tools, rakes, fork and hand tools

4083 +VAT Roll of 1.8x50m grey fence net

4084 +VAT Lifetime storage box parts

4085 Wolfgarten multi star telescopic pruning tool

4086 Boxed kitchen garden vertical climbing support

4087 +VAT Modern metal effect plastic bird bath

4088 +VAT Circular rope swing seat

4089 +VAT Bundle of bamboo fencing

4090 +VAT Roll of 1.8mx5m reed screening

4091 +VAT 3 boxes of various LED string lighting

4092 +VAT Sack of Big K restaurant quality graded 
charcoal

4093 +VAT Boxed Groundlevel 4 wheeled parasol 
base

4094 +VAT 2 Fiskars 4.9m extending pruners

4095 +VAT Boxed GloGlobe

4096 +VAT Small border fence set, small boxed 
battery powered strimmer with 2 batteries and 
charger and stack of 3 plastic buckets

4097 Quantity of various decorative outdoor lanterns 
(6 total)

4098 Power Devil 260w submersible water pump

4099 +VAT Small stack of interlocking plastic decking
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4100 Box of plant propagation equipment

4101 +VAT Bag of New Horizon all plant compost

4102 +VAT Flextreme contractor grade hose pipe

4103 +VAT 3 small boxes of cork flooring

4104 +VAT Garden products incl. bag of 50L 
Levington peat free compost, boxed fire bowl 
and roll of artificial foliage

4105 +VAT Flower humming bird metal spinner on 5' 
pole

4106 +VAT 4 artificial grasses in white pots

4107 +VAT Pull along folding gardeners 4 wheel 
trolley

4108 +VAT Pull along folding gardeners 4 wheel 
trolley

4109 Boxed Pro Elec patio heater

4110 Boxed Pro Elec patio heater

4111 +VAT Blue retractable air hose reel

4112 +VAT Boxed veg trug, 1.2m classic

4113 +VAT Pair of roof bars

4114 Pair of spun aluminium industrial ceiling light 
fixtures

4115 3 industrial spun aluminium ceiling light fixtures

4116 Garden furniture set comprising 2 seater sofa, 2 
matching tub style chairs and coffee table 
(seating lacking legs)

4117 2 bike cycle carrier

4118 Various Intelligent Plant irrigation incl. 5 boxed 
hydro-pods and 4 Eco Smart waterers

4119 Knott jockey wheel

4120 1500w flood light

4121 Hozelock retractable garden hose with various 
fittings

4122 4 glass demijohns

4123 Wrought metal cockerel weather vein with 
bracket

4124 Galvanized bucket and empty can of Castrol 
GTX

4125 Chimney sweeping brush

4126 +VAT Boxed bale of hay

4127 Galvanized Burco water heater

4128 Wave pool pump

4129 Dehumidifier

4130 Stack of 7 folding directors style chairs

4131 Quantity of slate effect roof tiles

4132 Folding trestle table

4141 Lead waterpump

4142 Pallet of concrete items to include a fox, otter, a 
hedgehog with a wheelbarrow and a boot 
together with to terracotta wall pouches

4143 Pallet containing four concrete wares including a 
pair of planters and two ornaments

4144 Small butler sink with metal drainer attachment

4145 Quantity of garden cobbles

4147 Pair of concrete eagles

4148 Pair of concrete greyhounds

4149 Concrete Hercules on plinth

4151 Concrete seated Buddha

4152 Pair of concrete gorillas

4153 Concrete Michelin Man

4154 Concrete seated Buddha

4155 Pair of concrete oriental figures

4156 Circular rearing horse concrete plaque

4157 Concrete England plaque

4158 Concrete Buddha plaque

4159 White painted cast metal garden bench frame 
with wooden slats

4160 Pallet of concrete wares to include a bird bath, 
hedgehogs, a puppy, ornaments etc

4161 Painted aluminium two seater metal bistro set

4162 Modern black mesh metal garden table and two 
matching chairs

4163 Pine fire surround

4164 Two seater garden bench with integral tiered 
table

4165 Metal fire basket

4166 Three large pieces of marble surface

4167 Four free standing metal racks

4168 Twyfords butler sink and one Armitage Shanks 
butler sink with integral splashback

4169 Pallet of approx. eight sheets of plyboard

4170 Pallet of telegraph pole offcuts

4171 Approx. 20 blue plastic stacking crates

4172 Various free-standing racking and one builders' 
trestle

4173 +VAT Pallet of plastic shed components
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4174 Three bundles of hardwood and softwood 
beading

4175 Pallet of approx. nine sheets of chipboard in 
various thicknesses

4176 Motorbike lifting ramp

4177 Pallet of approx.. eight various lengths of 4x2 
timber

4178 Large hard wood carpenters bench with no. 58 
Record vice attached

4181 +VAT Metal framed blue plastic child's slide

4182 Approx. 12 metal folding interlocking stillages

4183 Pallet containing approx. eight various lengths of 
8x2" timber

4184 Approx. 10 pieces of planed timber baton

4185 Approx. ten various lengths of rough sawn 3x2" 
timber

4186 Approx.. 10 various lengths of planed timber 
baton

4187 Pair of freestanding metal boltless racks, each 
having four shelves

4188 +VAT 1200mm wide single basin ceramic sink 
with associated metal splashback with integral 
mirror and pedestal

4189 Three plasterers' mixing tubs

4190 1250x2550mm (approx) sheet of 20mm steel 
plate with four holes drilled to the corners

4191 Approx. ten various lengths of planed timber 
baton

4192 Stack of five Tvarskog roof joists

4193 +VAT 1½ pallets of trampoline parts

4194 Four rolls in various sizes of industrial type vinyl

4195 Pallet of 6ft wrought metal railings

4196 Red metal single door gas storage cage

4197 Black plastic 30 gallon drinker trough

4198 Collapsible dog cage (medium)

4199 Collapsible dog cage (large)

4200 Fletcher GTS 17ft speedboat with twin axle steel 
winch trailer

4201 10ft x 10ft corrugated steel 2 + 1 toilet block on 
jack legs, ladies includes toilet, handbasin, 
heater, extractor fan and lighting, gents 
including two toilets, two handbasins, two 
urinals, heater, extractor fan and lighting

4202 Small cast iron stove marked No 3 with gilt 
features

4203 Small metal stove with flue

4204 +VAT Roll of Golden Select artificial grass

4205 +VAT Pair of artificial ball shaped conifers in 
square profile slate effect planters

4206 Decorative two seater metal bench

4207 Pallet of assorted cast iron implements to 
include weights, tennis post supports together 
with a small orange emergency lights

4208 Green cast metal watering can boot scraper

4209 Small cast iron column

4210 +VAT Boxed Tobin Sports five person inflatable 
dinghy

4211 +VAT Three Wilson drivers with head covers

4212 +VAT Timberidge folding chair

4213 +VAT Lafuma folding chair together with a 
swinging hammock

4214 +VAT Eze Glide compact plus folding golf trolley

4215 +VAT Grey gazebo in case

4216 +VAT Coleman 8.3m shade area in case

4217 +VAT Coleman eaved shelter gazebo in case

4218 +VAT Coleman eaved shelter gazebo in case

4219 Vango Airbeam tent

4220 +VAT Grey gazebo in case

4221 +VAT Core Equipment 10 person cabin tent

4222 +VAT Boxed Campchef Explorer 14 stove

4223 +VAT Pair of wooden Aquamarine oars

4224 +VAT Vango large packaged tent together with 
a double 7.5tog duvet

4225 Shamal 3x3m curtain side gazebo

4226 Green gazebo in case

4227 Vintage Wilson golf bag with a quantity of mixed 
clubs

4228 Folding picnic table

4229 Quantity of various golf clubs to include Howson, 
Dunlop, Wilson etc

4230 Boxed Modena DIY BBQ with warming rack

4231 Campingaz Camping Chef folding elite stove

4232 Blue & black Petron golf bag and contents of 
various irons

4233 +VAT Unboxed Lay-Z-Spa Palm Springs

4234 +VAT Shallow tray of various tent parts

4235 +VAT Quantity of trampoline parts
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4236 +VAT Boxed gazebo

4237 Metal-framed blue slide

4238 Parcel of pine banister rail

4239 Scaffold tower

4240 Double extending aluminium ladder, two smaller 
ladders and a long handled shovel

4241 Large double extending ladder, a Youngman 
multi function ladder and a small three step 
ladder

4242 Abru aluminium triple extending ladder

4243 Small Abru aluminium stepladder

4244 Aluminium multi position step ladder

4245 Four turned hardwood banister posts

4246 Quantity of builders equipment to include 
aluminium draught excluders, brick carrier, 
adjustable metal stands etc

4247 Four bundles of planed timber

4248 Quantity of pine tongue and groove timber

4249 +VAT Fiamma gazebo in case

4250 Two wheeled seed spreader

4251 Norlett petrol engined rotovator

4252 Challenge Extreme electric garden shredder

4253 Electric Gardenline garden shredder

4254 Qualcast Classic electric 30 cylinder lawn 
mower

4255 Ryobi petrol engined 31cc tiller

4256 Mountfield Empress petrol engined rotary lawn 
mower with grass box

4257 Manual push along hoe, seed spreader and 
bucket of associated parts

4258 Starline petrol engine poraty lawn mower with 
grass box

4259 Black and Decker 1000w electric lawn mower 
with grass box

4260 Honda FG201 petrol engined rotovator

4261 Hayter Harrier 41 electric rotary lawn mower 
with grass catcher

4262 Honda lawn flight pro petrol engined rotary lawn 
mower with grass box and spare Honda easy 
start engine

4263 Suffolk Punch cylinder petrol 17s lawn mower 
with grass catcher

4264 Etesia petrol-engined rotary lawnmower

4265 Webb push along lawn mower with grass 
catcher

4266 +VAT Three piece garden suite comprising two 
brown mesh garden chairs with black cushions 
and matching glass topped coffee table

4267 +VAT Three piece garden suite comprising two 
brown mesh garden chairs with black cushions 
and matching glass topped coffee table

4268 +VAT Circular lattice topped garden table plus 
six matching stackable garden chairs with seat 
cushions

4269 +VAT Single mesh seated metal framed garden 
chair

4270 Circular metal mesh garden suite comprising a 
table and two matching chairs

4271 +VAT Boxed 6ft cantilever rustic oak bench

4272 +VAT Boxed 6ft cantilever rustic oak bench

4273 +VAT Boxed 6ft cantilever rustic oak bench

4274 +VAT Boxed 6ft cantilever rustic oak bench

4275 +VAT Circular metal glass topped garden table 
plus four plastic bucket seated garden chairs

4276 +VAT Boxed American charcoal BBQ

4277 +VAT Garden sunlounger (in need of repair)

4278 +VAT Keter beverage cooler

4279 +VAT Pair of Akoa aluminium arm chairs with 
mesh seats and back

4280 +VAT Pair of black plastic garden bins with lids

4281 +VAT Artificial pink flowering tree

4282 +VAT Large rectangular garden table with stone 
effect top and 6 matching metal framed garden 
chairs

4283 +VAT Two various sized circular rattan garden 
tables (lacking glass)

4284 +VAT Rectangular rattan effect garden table 
(lacking glass)

4285 +VAT Two metal framed stackable garden 
chairs with mesh seats and backs

4286 Pallet of three various pieces of garden furniture

4287 +VAT Heavy square profile parasol base

4288 +VAT Boxed modern pyramid patio heater

4289 +VAT Gardenline gas pizza oven

4290 +VAT Keter Store It Out ultra

4291 +VAT Keter premier tool garden storage box

4292 +VAT Boxed proshade 3.36m/11 ft market 
umbrella
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4293 +VAT Rattan garden suite comprising of a three 
seater sofa with shade and cushions, two 
matching seats, side table and footrest

4294 +VAT Rattan garden suite comprising of a three 
seater sofa with shade and cushions, two 
matching seats, side table and footrest

4295 +VAT Grey rattan garden suite comprising of an 
L shaped corner sofa, rising coffee/dining table 
and two stools

4296 Ex pub garden bouncy castle with Inflator pump. 
Pump specifications 'Bounceabouts' Electric, 
1.5hp, Input 2.0kw, Voltage 210-240V, 
Frequency 50Hz.

4297 A large clear span marquee measuring 12m in 
length, with the option to add 2 further 
compartments to each end adding an additional 
8m in total, plus entrance area and lining. 
Please refer to photos,construction manual 
included with photos and other receipts)

4298 +VAT Gas BBQ on trolley

4299 +VAT Two various spas

4300 +VAT Gas BBQ on trolley

4301 +VAT Three brown and black plastic garden 
armchairs with matching side tables

4302 Canadian spa company spa with pump

4303 Canadian spa company spa with pump

4304 +VAT Pair of brown rattan sun loungers

4305 +VAT Pair of boxed Tikamoon teak outdoor 
chair

4306 +VAT 48 packs of 360 x 275 Grasmere Bracken 
Matt wall tiles

4307 +VAT 48 packs of 360 x 275 Grasmere Bracken 
Matt wall tiles

4308 +VAT 48 packs of 360 x 275 Grasmere Bracken 
Matt wall tiles

4309 +VAT Pallet containing 40 cartons of 60x30cm 
Marc putty wall/floor tiles

4310 +VAT Pallet containing 40 cartons of 60x30cm 
Marc putty wall/floor tiles

4311 +VAT Pallet containing 40 cartons of 60x30cm 
Marc putty wall/floor tiles

4312 +VAT Pallet containing 40 cartons of 60x30cm 
Marc putty wall/floor tiles

4313 +VAT Pallet containing 40 cartons of 60x30cm 
Marc putty wall/floor tiles

4314 +VAT Pallet containing 40 cartons of 60x30cm 
Marc putty wall/floor tiles

4315 +VAT Pallet containing 40 cartons of 60x30cm 
Marc putty wall/floor tiles

4316 +VAT Pallet containing 40 cartons of 60x30cm 
Marc putty wall/floor tiles

4317 +VAT Pallet containing 40 cartons of 60x30cm 
Marc putty wall/floor tiles

4318 +VAT Pallet containing 40 cartons of 60x30cm 
Marc putty wall/floor tiles

4319 Grey single glazed panel front door with low 
level letterbox and keys

4320 7 beach coloured interior doors with furniture

4321 2 interior doors in various shades of white

4322 Boxed 4 tier heavy duty shelf rack

4323 Quantity of copper tubing

4324 Small aluminium folding stepladder

4325 White lattice fronted radiator cover

4326 +VAT Quantity of garden shed components and 
panels

4327 Large roll of bubblewrap

4328 Small roll of bubblewrap

4329 Box containing 8 JCC Isola range angled ceiling 
lights

4330 10 LED ceiling light panels

4331 10 boxes of Krea Design wall lights

4332 Neff kitchen extractor fan unit

4333 +VAT Tavistock bluetooth and LED bathroom 
mirror

4334 +VAT Tavistock bluetooth and LED bathroom 
mirror

4335 +VAT Savannah slatted bath board

4336 +VAT 3 Tavistock soft close toilet seats and 2 
Waterpick shower heads

4337 +VAT Grohe Grohtherm smartcontrol rain 
shower set

4338 2 Damixa Elara bath shower mixers

4339 Stack of Howdens kitchen unit parts

4340 +VAT Tavistock Outline toilet set

4341 Heritage sink and pedestal with mixer tap

4342 Toilet with Laufen seat, point of use instant hot 
water appliance, Ideal Standard Waverly Classic 
basin and 2 bath caddies

4343 Gloss white bathroom unit with 2 cupboards and 
single drawer

4344 Grey wheeled Really Useful storage box
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4345 +VAT Bath/shower assist seat

4346 +VAT Keywhere panel

4347 +VAT Boxed set of ProShip scales and an 
unboxed set

4348 4 boxes of Venetian blinds

4349 +VAT Approximately 12 boxes of till roll

4350 Two white hand basins

4351 5 boxed Notion mixer taps

4352 +VAT Reginox Tribezi 3 in 1 boiling water 
kitchen tap

4353 Log effect electric stove

4354 +VAT Tray of granular salt

4355 Approximately 11 boxes of Good Home wall 
lanterns

4356 3 packaged Turing stainless steel single well 
basins

4357 1 oak-effect interior door plus 1 oak-effect 
interior door with glazed panel

4358 2 reclaimed wood interior doors

4359 +VAT Pallet of assorted electric heaters

4360 Pallet of various office stationery including 
clocks, stickers, water bottles, etc

4361 Pallet of office equipment including printer rolls, 
price tags, binding covers, till receipts, etc

4362 Pallet of plastic storage boxes

4363 Pallet of bottled still and sparkling mineral water

4364 Pallet of various handwash and antibacterial 
wipes

4365 +VAT Collection of various flatpack furniture 
components

4366 +VAT Boxed Harriet's Happy Henhouse

4367 +VAT Boxed Harriet's Happy Henhouse

4368 +VAT Boxed Harriet's Happy Henhouse

4369 +VAT Boxed Harriet's Happy Henhouse

4370 +VAT Box of metal kitchen drawer racks

4371 2 boxes of various blinds

4372 +VAT 3 section metal filing cabinet with beech 
surface

4373 +VAT Boxed True Innovations mesh office chair

4374 +VAT Boxed Lazy Boy executive chair

4375 +VAT Boxed Lazy Boy executive chair

4376 Shop fittings including floor standing mirror and 
a Euro hook unit with mirrored funs

4377 +VAT Small white metal multidrawer filing unit

4378 +VAT 2 Royal shredders and a further heavy 
duty Royal cross cut shredder

4379 +VAT Black leatherette upholstered swivel office 
armchair

4380 +VAT Black mesh seated swivel office armchair

4381 +VAT Large metal single door combination safe

4382 +VAT Grey upholstered stool on chrome circular 
base

4383 +VAT Black leatherette upholstered executive 
swivel office armchair

4384 +VAT Black leatherette upholstered executive 
swivel office armchair

4385 Pallet of carpet tiles in a grey fleck pattern

4386 Green metal vintage 4 drawer filing cabinet and 
a further grey 4 drawer metal filing cabinet

4387 +VAT Boxed hairdressers chair

4388 Pallet of ring binders

4389 Approximately 11 blue plastic school chairs

4390 +VAT Black leatherette upholstered swivel office 
executive armchair

4391 +VAT 3 folding white leatherette upholstered 
massage beds

4392 +VAT Black leatherette upholstered hairdressers 
chair

4393 +VAT 3 static metal framed black leatherette 
upholstered button back salon chairs on 5 star 
metal bases

4394 2 small stacks of carpet tiles in a grey blue fleck

4401 +VAT Champion 2800w generator

4402 +VAT Champion 2800w generator

4403 +VAT 2 large warehouse fans

4404 Pallet of Vellux window components

4405 Pallet of B&Q and Good Home flooring

4406 +VAT Pallet of miscellaneous items including 
chain links, sealant, wheels, downlights, tools, 
connectors, etc

4407 +VAT Petrol powered pressure washer

4408 Draper Expert generator

4409 Black folding metal framed wheelchair

4410 Bode Precision tilting rotating metal plate on 
stand

4411 Small CareCo 3 wheel mobility scooter with key 
and charger
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4412 SIP Airmate industrial compressor

4413 +VAT Pallet of various items including fishing 
rod parts, mats, flooring, etc

4414 +VAT Pallet of car parts including headlights, 
exhaust, air filters, etc

4415 +VAT Pallet of MacAllister shredder parts

4416 Pallet box of loose electrical wiring and earth 
sleeving together with a small quantity of 
switches

4417 +VAT Pallet box of various items including paper 
bags, chair parts, fan parts, wooden bench, etc

4418 +VAT Pallet box of various items including 
carpet samples, exhibition stand, panel heater, 
miscellaneous cables, etc

4419 +VAT Cosco folding trolley

4420 Kranzle 160 TST pressure washer

4421 Stack-On red toolbox with sliding drawers and 
the contents of various sockets and other tools

4422 MTD 8hp petrol engine chipper/vac

4423 Wooden carpenters toolbox and the contents of 
various hand tools including a large quantity of 
woodworking planes to include Bailey, TJ 
Gardner, Atkin & Sons, John Mosley & Sons and 
many other makers

4424 Pallet of loose electrical components including 
sockets, chocboxes, connection blocks, etc

4425 Small wooden workbench with mounted 
modelmakers lathe and small basket of 
components

4426 Wooden work bench with 3 fitted drawers

4427 Small single door metal cabinet

4428 Small folding trolley

4429 Nilsen paper towel dispenser

4430 Shopping basket and the contents of various 
tools including a bow saw, pruners, lighting, etc

4431 Wooden workbench with shelf beneath on steel 
frame

4432 Quantity of various tools including a Stanley 
woodworking plane, drill bits, sockets, hex keys, 
etc

4433 Pair of car ramps

4434 Wolf Power model 800 petrol powered generator

4435 2 fire extinguisher stands

4436 Alco cement mixer on stand

4437 Draper WTL12A electric powered wood lathe on 
home made wooden bench

4438 Vermont American router lathe (boxed)

4439 Clark woodworker 37'' wood lathe on custom 
built stand with turning chisels and various 
accessories

4440 Kity model 608 Multi function tool including a 
table saw and spindle moulder

4441 Kity dust extractor, single phase

4442 Kity 3636 planer thicknesser

4443 Folding extending workstand together with a 
further box of tiling and other tools

4444 Red set of folding trolley steps

4445 Red sack barrow

4446 Kity K5 512 multi function tool including a table 
saw, planer thicknesser and spindle moulder

4447 Multico M1 morticer

4448 Rexon Profiline BS10SA bandsaw on stand

4449 10 boxes of 100 Pro.Tect gloves

4450 Draper 16'' fret saw

4451 Metal pneumatic disability lifting device

4452 +VAT 20 filling knives in 4 boxes

4453 +VAT 2 boxes of pre packed screws

4454 +VAT Approximately 60 small Philips 
screwdrivers

4455 +VAT Approximately 30 paintbrushes

4456 Approximately 17 tubs of car shampoo

4457 Record No 74 bench vice

4458 +VAT 5 DeWalt screw cases

4459 4 exhibition grade containers and their contents 
of electrical devices including lamps and air 
conditioning system

4460 +VAT Quantity of various flooring

4461 Underbay of various tools including cases, 
sandpaper, fixings, wall plugs, plumbing parts, 
etc

4462 Underbay of tools including cases, workmate, 
Powercraft electric glue gun and other 
miscellaneous tooling

4463 2 record Stilsons

4464 Bosch 24v drill with 2 batteries and 1 charger

4465 DeWalt battery powered toolkit including a 
grinder, 2 drivers, reciprocating saw and 2 
batteries (no charger)

4466 2 toolcases
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4467 4 tubs of Equinox

4468 Electric tile cutter, Artmac press and a picture 
framing jig

4469 +VAT Box of stainless steel connectors

4470 Masterlock combination lock, some 
contemporary light fittings and some spray paint

4471 +VAT Large tub of car shampoo

4472 Energer 350w drill press

4473 Power Devil router model PDW5017

4474 +VAT Shop Vac micro rechargeable vacuum 
wet and dry cleaner

4475 Large quantity of various drill bits

4476 4 electric tools including a planer, jigsaw, sander 
and heat gun

4477 +VAT 3 Soap & Suds foaming wash guns

4478 1 block plane and a smaller woodworking plane

4479 Clark model SPP07A pump

4480 Erbauer drill in case

4481 Bag of various electric cable

4482 Ryobi belt sander

4483 2 metal case socket sets

4484 Stronghold stabiliser together with a white crate 
of various tools and fixings

4485 Wooden crate of printing stamps with satchel of 
craftsmans tools

4486 3 crates of electrical goods incl. sockets, 
breakers and junctions

4487 Under bay of various tooling incl. spirit levels, 
tile cutter, plastic toolbox, snips, etc.

4488 2 cupboard doors, various nails, screws, fixings, 
door knobs and brackets

4489 +VAT Continental tyre and 1 spare wheel with a 
further continental tyre

4490 2 spare wheels and tyres

4491 +VAT 2 slick Yokohama tyres, 1 mini wheel and 
tyre and 1 further spare tyre

4492 3 BMW alloys, 2 having low profile tyres

4493 Stack of 3 wheels with tyres and 1 spare tyre

4494 Stack of 4x 15'' wheels and tyres

4495 Box of powder free gloves

4496 10 boxes of Evolution fixings

4497 Ryobi dovetail kit

4498 3 toolboxes containing a pipe bending and 
threading kit, various handtools including a 
machete and a quantity of block planes and 
other woodworking planes

4499 Small Stanley woodworking plane and a metal 
hammer

4500 Large metal vice

4501 `Box containing a quantity of loose hand tooling 
including saws, drills, screwdrivers, etc

4502 New Tool Power MS250P 250mm mitre saw

4503 Red plastic toolbox of power tools including a 
Skill jigsaw, Parkside scrollsaw and other loose 
handtools

4504 Plastic stackable toolbox on wheels

4505 Crate of Wellingtons and work boots

4506 3 boxes of electrical cable and components

4507 +VAT 2 grabbers and car duster set

4508 Electrical sockets, Uniross charger, adjustable 
speaker mounts and remote control receiver

4509 +VAT Large aluminium ramp

4510 7 green 20L Jerry cans

4511 +VAT 4 tins of Etalon standard thinner

4512 Auto glim car care kit

4513 2 folding mobility ramps

4514 Kinzo car polisher and set of 15" wheel trims

4515 Metal craftmans toolbox with 2 internal drawers

4516 +VAT Monolith rucksack

4517 Various draughtsmans tools incl. Staedtler 
compass set, Power Fix digital caliper, Power 
Fix counter sink bit set, Titan down lighter hole 
saw set and knapsack

4518 Cage Ferm 18v battery powered scroll saw with 
2 batteries, no charger

4519 Powercraft air drill and precision tool set

4520 3 cased tools incl. Powercraft mini breaker, 
Ferm FSK-100 soldering iron and pipe bending 
and cutting kit

4521 Scalpel set in case

4522 Multi beam laser level in case

4523 Quantity of spindle moulder tooling

4524 Workzone soldering iron, spray gun, small wood 
working vice and hole cutting set

4525 Attachments for morticer

4526 2 air powered nail guns
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4527 Quantity of manual tools incl. planes, chisels, 
hack saws, hand drills, snips, etc.

4528 3 bandsaw blades

4529 +VAT Roll of lead flashing

4530 Quality Faithful Tools plane, scribe, etc.

4531 +VAT Selection of fishing lures

4532 +VAT Battery powered Max Tester testing 
device

4533 Various hand tools incl. files, mole grips and 
clamps

4534 +VAT GardX car care kit

4535 Cased Mega volt meter, 2 further cased vintage 
meters and a V.237 milliohmmeter

4536 Silverline 34 degree air framing nailer in case

4537 Selection of workshop manuals

4538 1/3 under bay of manual tools incl. mitre saws, 
saws, clamps, spanners, expanding toolbox, etc.

4539 2 wooden trestles

4540 5 power tools incl. drills, jig saw and planer

4541 +VAT Machined wooden components, possibly 
for Morris Traveller

4542 Approx. 6 crates of workshop tools and fixings 
incl. hinges, shanks, rawl plugs, dowels, etc.

4543 Einhell vacuum cleaner, measuring wheel, 110v 
transformer and set of drain rods

4544 Trailer light board

4545 Phase 4 in 1 jump start

4546 +VAT Bonaire tyre inflator

4547 Labgear 60cm satellite installation kit

4548 +VAT Set of snowboard foot clips

4549 +VAT Snowboarding premiere helmet

4550 Land Rover front grill

4551 Car care kit

4552 2 spanner sets

4554 Boxed natural light tube

4555 Karcher pressure washer

4556 Powercraft pressure washer

4557 Karcher k4.99 Pressure washer

4558 Dirt steam devil steam cleaner

4559 Bosch GSB24VE professional 24v drill with 2 
batteries and charger

4560 Black + Decker heat gun in case

4561 18v Wickes drill with 2 batteries and one charger

4562 Mobility AGM Battery

4563 Metal military vacuum sealed case

4564 +VAT Cables and oil for a generator

4565 Black & Decker wallpaper steamer

4566 7.2v cordless drill with 1 battery

4567 +VAT Batavia Telescopic ladder

4568 +VAT Batavia telescopic ladder

4569 Multiple reels of fencing wire

4570 Box of harnesses and other horse tack

4571 Quantity 600x300 ceramic tiles

4572 +VAT White tarpaulin sheet

4573 Box of Tetra Flow drainage junctions

4574 +VAT Under bay of various interlocking flooring

4575 +VAT Boxed Evolution P80 pressure washer 
with foam cannon

4576 +VAT Stack of interlocking foam flooring

4577 +VAT Quantity of various antibacterial soap and 
other cleaners

4578 5 boxes of various garage spares incl. jig saw, 
wiring, other tools, magnifier, etc.

4579 +VAT MeacoCool MC Series mobile air 
conditioning unit

4580 +VAT DeWalt rucksack

4581 Jyntai machine

4582 +VAT Box of wallpaper adhesive

4583 +VAT 6 tubs of all purpose filler

4584 Erbauer 950w electric belt sander

4585 3 cardboard boxes of various part used rolls of 
wire

4586 2 stacks of Diall protective sheeting and 4 cans 
of universal all surface paint

4587 500w hammer drill with variety of bits and 
accessories

4588 Woolworths Workshop precision tool in case

4589 Black + Decker 600w jig saw and Power Fix mini 
toolkit

4590 Quantity of Parkside electrical tools incl. heat 
gun, sand blasting gun, mini scroll saw, 
reciprocating saw and router

4591 Boxed Erbauer mitre saw
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4592 +VAT Table top of disposable examination 
gloves

4593 +VAT Large tub of Gallup XL weed control liquid 
and Sikkens filter 7 Plus tin

4594 +VAT 6 tins of Nigrin Performance screen wash

4595 Mottez trailer lock, gas and tig welding rods, 2 
Titan circular saw blades and flex track system

4596 Small stack of plastic trim

4597 20 tubs of Mapei Kerapoxy CQ

4598 Under bay of hand tools, Earlex wallpaper 
stripper and other workshop spares

4599 +VAT 2 folding hand trucks

4600 +VAT 2 folding hand trucks

4601 +VAT Spec Ops 30" wrecking bar

4602 +VAT Claw & Brick hammers, spanner set, 
DeWalt drill body, tape measures, Silicone 
scrapers, face mask, bungees, and cable 
holders

4603 +VAT Air condition hose, condenser part, grey 
elbows, shower trays, towel rails, 2 lengths of 
hose, shower heads and PTFE tape

4604 +VAT Shelf brackets, furniture legs, rubber strip, 
vertical blinds, emergency horn, pump, headrest 
and sundry hardware

4605 +VAT Smart energy meters, Decoy Alarms, 
Alarm box, Pir motion detectors, extension 
leads, Heat & Smoke alarms, Solar Panel PV 
wire etc

4606 +VAT Hard hats, work gloves, sand paper, knee 
pads, cutting discs and rubber seal

4607 +VAT 2 x 6kg packs of Bostik Patio Grout

4608 +VAT Ezarc 6 pce chisel set, Hex keys, Wall 
anchor setting tool, sonar sensor, SDS chisel, 
welding rods, tree wedges, multi tool blades and 
other tooling

4609 +VAT Submersible pump, drain down hose, 
solenoid valve, shower hose, taps, towel rail and 
plumbing accessories

4610 +VAT Masterlock, door & patio door handles, 
Aventos lite hinge top box, drop bolt, cabinet 
hinges, screws, bolts, brackets and fixings

4611 +VAT Anemometer, oil filter, Warning sign, 
mouse traps, brackets, furniture feet, door stops 
and sundry hardware

4612 +VAT LS-X leak sealer, Mastic, Caulk, Fire 
cement, Sodium Bicarbonate, Flashing tape, 
Chlorine tablets, paint rollers and brushes

4613 +VAT 22mm to 50mm heavy duty socket set in 
case

4614 +VAT 5 rolls of shrink wrap, 2 Pest Expert bait 
boxes and quantity of Pest Expert Formula B 
poison

4615 Selection of Hi-vis wear in various styles

4616 +VAT 5 packs of 4 heavy duty castor wheels 
and 3 wheel barrow wheels

4617 +VAT Bridgestone Battlax BT023 tyre, 
wheelbarrow tyre and car steering wheel lock & 
keys

4618 +VAT Yale Smart Living Smart Home 4MP 
CCTV kit SV-4C-2AB4MX

4619 +VAT Yale Smart Living CCTV Kit SV-4C-
2ABFX-2

4620 +VAT Yale Conexis LA Secure keyless smart 
lock

4621 +VAT Yale Conexis LA Secure keyless smart 
lock

4622 +VAT Yale All-in-one oudoor camera

4623 +VAT McGregor pressure washer and 
attachments (no hose)

4624 +VAT 25 meters of zinc plated straight line chain

4625 +VAT Bosch Fuel, Oil & Air filters, Gates 
Powergrip kit and multi-ribbed belt, rear Kia light 
unit, wing mirror etc

4626 +VAT 24 x Fire blankets

4627 +VAT Bike rack

4628 +VAT Makita circular saw, battery and battery 
charger

4629 +VAT 3 toilet seats and shower rail, hose & 
shower head

4630 +VAT Hanstrom ST01A Storan Chrome boiler 
tap

4631 +VAT Assortment of fixings including bolts, 
washers, nails, screws, brackets etc

4632 +VAT Stanley, Marksman & other tape 
measures, Stanley Staples and paint brushes

4633 +VAT Electrical items including switches, 
window alarms, decoy camera, Motorola 
camera, isolators, plug adapters, door bell, 
timers, Carbon Monoxide detector etc

4634 +VAT Assortment of fixings including nuts, bolts, 
clips, brackets etc

4635 +VAT ProofVision in wall electric toothbrush 
charger, shower heads, waste, valves, joints and 
plumbing accessories
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4636 +VAT Selection of padlocks, door & cabinet 
hinges, window & cabinet handles etc

4637 +VAT Castors, springs, metal plates, brackets, 
Warning Signs, chain and assorted hardware

4638 +VAT Horseshoes, brackets, castors, furniture 
feet, chain and assorted hardware

4639 +VAT Chisels, leather punch, pipe cutter, 
Double-headed cutter, Angle measures, Hex bit 
set, drill bits, cutting discs, ratchets, spanners 
and other tooling

4640 +VAT Super Glue, Silicone sealant, Epoxy 
Adhesive, Araldite, Extreme weld, adhesive 
tapes etc

4641 +VAT Sealants, Silicones, Gorilla glues, wood 
filler, Epoxy Putty, T-Cut, paint, BB bullets, 
scratch remover, car air freshener etc

4642 +VAT Woods portable air conditioner

4643 +VAT Banding machine, 2 strapping tensioners 
and various related clips

4644 +VAT Crate of masking tape

4645 2 F clamps and a record Stilson

4646 Workzone inspection camera

4647 Manual winch

4648 2x 110v transformers

4649 2 boxed 100m tapes

4650 Metal 6 way consumer unit

4651 Bosch PSV 12v drill with battery and charger, 
hose, 2 manual mitre saws and small work 
holder

4652 +VAT Vehicle bumper

4653 2 white De Longhi oil filled radiators

4654 +VAT Boxed De'Longhi Radia S oil filled radiator 
in grey

4655 +VAT Boxed De'Longhi Radia S oil filled radiator 
in grey

4656 +VAT Winix Zero air purifier in box

4657 +VAT Princess mobile cooling and 
dehumidifying machine

4658 +VAT Woods wifi 9k cooling machine

4659 +VAT Woods wifi 9k cooling machine

4660 +VAT Fine Elements 1500w 7 fin oil filled 
radiator

4661 +VAT 2 LED utility lights

4662 +VAT 4 boxes of LED light bulbs

4663 ABS Plasterers Hawks, Lino cutting & paining 
kit, roller set, hard hat, tool pouches and rolls of 
insulation strips

4664 Warning signs, TV brackets, furniture feet, lawn 
mower blades, filter, spacers and various 
hardware

4665 +VAT 2 boxed Woozoo desk fans

4666 +VAT 2 boxed Woozoo desk fans

4667 2 trays of wooden bath trays

4668 Super Fish Aqua Expert 70 fish tank

4669 Tronic electric digital convector heater

4670 +VAT Floor standing fan

4671 +VAT NSA tower fan

4672 +VAT NSA tower fan

4673 +VAT Woods portable air conditioner

5001 Painted blanket box

5002 Rectangular bevelled mirror in black and gilt 
painted frame

5003 Dome topped mantel clock with nautical theme

5004 Victorian oak single door corner cupboard

5005 David Green print of Bedford School, Erskine 
May Hall

5006 Edwardian mantel clock

5007 1950's walnut china cabinet

5008 Oil on canvas - building scene with demolition 
crane

5009 Glazed oak double door china cabinet

5010 Inlaid Edwardian double door china cabinet with 
shelf under

5011 Carriage Ale advertising mirror

5012 Pair of spelter lady figures

5013 Reproduction brass compass in box

5014 Georgian bow fronted chest of two over three 
drawers

5015 2 x rectangular mirrors

5016 Edwardian bookcase with cupboard base under

5017 Modular G Plan unit in three sections

5018 Print on glass - pink flowers

5019 Barcelona style easy chair

5020 Over mantel in cherry frame

5021 G Plan four door sideboard

5022 Rectangular bevelled mirror in oak frame
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5023 Brown leather effect three seater sofa plus a pair 
of armchairs

5024 2 x boxes containing a quantity of aircraft and 
history reference books

5025 Edwardian cupboard with two over three 
drawers under

5026 Watercolour - Huntsman with hounds, signed H. 
Hammond

5027 Quantity of 007, Lego and Inbetweeners movie 
posters

5028 Late Victorian chest of two over four drawers

5029 Quantity of limited edition Scottish engravings to 
include Sterling Castle, Dunblane Cathedral, 
Wallis Monument and others, plus a military 
print, rural and coastal prints

5030 3 x oils on board - country scenes with stream, 
woodland and path

5031 Oil painting - oak tree in woodland

5032 Pencil sketch in the style of William Russell Flint

5033 Quantity of prints and paintings to include 
woodland and stream, coastal scene, huntsman 
and hound, Edwardian ladies, figures at the inn

5034 Watercolour - country lane with hay stack

5036 Watercolour - flowers, steps and city hall

5037 Stencil and acrylic copy of Banksy's Girl with 
Red Balloon

5038 Box containing a quantity of prints and paintings 
to include a country church, rural scenes, 
harbour with figures and fishing boats in harbour

5039 Quantity of prints and paintings to include 
highland cattle, grand tour monument, the 
jockey and rural scenes

5040 Watercolour - stream with coppiced willow tree

5041 Watercolour entitled 'A Wick Fariry'

5042 Watercolour - lake with boat in foreground

5043 Panoramic map of Thames River system

5044 Oval bevelled mirror in faux walnut frame

5045 3 x copper and brass warming pans

5046 Watercolour - country house with figures in 
foreground

5047 Watercolour - figures on fishing boat

5048 Claude Schurr print - boats in harbour

5049 Oil on board - autumn trees, print of the lady 
musician plus a modern print of Audrey Hepburn

5050 Perspex railway sign

5051 Watercolour - snowy woodland at sunset

5052 Framed and glazed engraving entitled 'The 
River Road'

5053 Gordan King limited edition print of nudes 
entitled 'Symphony in Blue'

5054 Modern oil on canvas - stream with cottage

5055 4 x framed and glazed British maps

5056 Botanical watercolour in gilt frame

5057 Bernard West pen sketch of Thurleigh

5058 Spray can and acrylic Banksy copy - girl with 
bomb and men with bananas

5059 Oil on board - river with buildings in foreground

5060 Tapestry woven on a Hattersley loom for the 
Franco British Exhibition 1908, depicting 
huntsman and stag

5061 Pears style print entitled 'Little Lady Bountiful'

5062 Oval bevelled mirror in decorative brass frame

5063 Print of The Boxers

5064 2 x watercolours - figures in street, plus a 
coastal scene with pier

5066 Watercolour - coastal cliffs

5067 Large mirror in gilt frame

5068 3 x Beryl Cook prints

5069 Watercolour - thatched cottage with figure in 
lane

5070 Picasso print of a cockerel

5071 Naïve oil on canvas - boats and yachts at sea

5072 Oval bevelled Edwardian mirror

5073 Print - still life with daisies

5074 Quantity of prints to include children, dogs, wolf, 
North American Indian, tiger plus rural 
landscapes

5075 Victorian writing slope plus stationery box

5076 Metal part fire companion set with stand in the 
form of town crier

5077 2 x dome topped mantel clocks

5078 2 x carved Chinese horns

5079 Inlaid Italian musical sewing box

5080 Georgian oak drop side table

5081 4 x canvas gun cases

5082 Tin travelling trunk

5083 Oak octagonal occasional table
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5084 Oak side table with stretchers

5085 Travelling salesman sample case

5086 Georgian mahogany drop side dining table

5087 Pair of cream painted single door cupboards

5088 Sofa table with leather inlay

5089 Pink upholstered armchair with bergere back 
£30-50

5090 Terracotta pot with artificial rose

5091 Pair of spelter figures - demigods and eagles

5092 2 x china lamps with cherubs to the base

5093 5 x resin and metal dog figures

5094 Oak chest of three drawers

5096 Pair of Royal Doulton bowls

5097 Shakespeare William : The Tempest. Chapman 
Hall Ltd, 1908. Qto. Hb ., green cloth, illustrative 
gilt decoration, top edge gilt, end paper and 
paste-down with a sylvan theme, Colour frontis, 
19 Mounted Colour plates with titled tissue 
guards by Paul Woodroffe and songs by Joseph 
Moorat, 
£20-30

5098 Full front cabinet with cupboard under

5099 Urn shaped table lamp plus a painted pig skin 
lamp

5100 Napoleon hat mantel clock

5101 Tiffany style ceiling light

5102 +VAT Painted oak table with chrome supports 
(as found)

5103 Mahogany twin pedestal desk

5104 Painted G Plan nest of three tables

5105 Georgian drop-side table with cross banding and 
single drawer

5106 Box containing binoculars and a travelling case

5107 Box of vinyl records

5108 Oak blanket box with carved panels

5109 Carved wooden Chinese figure

5110 Mesh spark guard, toasting forks, chestnut 
roaster, knife box, letter openers and a quantity 
of postcards

5111 Pair of G Plan chests of four drawers plus a pair 
of bedside cabinets

5112 Miscellaneous Royal Memorabilia including : 
The Graphic Diamond Jubilee Celebration 
Number 1897 ,Funeral King Edward 1910; 
Illustrated London News Coronation Record 
Number, 1910; Death of Edward VII & 
Accession of George V; Telegraph King George 
V, 1936 & Coronation 1937. 
£15-20

5113 Vienna wall clock

5114 1950's Deco style sideboard

5115 Upholstered footstool 
£20-30

5116 Doctor's Gladstone bag

5117 Blue and white wash stand jug and bowl

5118 Four oak dining chairs with rexine drop in seats

5119 Poppy decorated wall light

5120 Coffee table with X shaped stretchers and red 
leather surface

5121 Wall tapestry

5122 Folding artist's easel in canvas case

5123 Two oils on board and canvas of Highland scene 
plus Mallard's over marshland

5124 Elm seated rocking chair

5126 Resin figure of Buddha

5127 1920's walnut breakfront kneehole desk

5128 Stickback penny chair

5129 Quantity of walking and shooting sticks

5130 Mahogany kneehole desk

5131 Upholstered American rocking chair

5132 Two metal lanterns

5133 Edwardian mahogany drop-side table

5134 Gold painted stick stand

5135 Oak lounge suite comprising two seater sofa 
and a pair of matching armchairs

5136 3 x oval mirrors in metal copper coloured frames

5137 Two Edwardian pot cupboards

5138 Five vintage travelling cases

5139 Beech coffee table

5140 Four G Plan dining chairs

5141 (5) Box containing loom bobbins and two 
ashtrays

5142 Slate mantel clock
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5143 Pair of CD racks

5144 Oak TV stand with shelf and drawers under

5145 (6) Green painted oil can`

5146 Green painted blanket box

5147 Upholstered Victorian bench

5148 Five Bergere and rush seated dining chairs (for 
restoration)

5149 Pine TV stand

5150 Victorian drop-side table

5151 Chess board with pieces

5152 Turned wooden torchere

5153 Mahogany fall front cabinet

5154 Elm octagonal occasional table

5155 Green fabric nursing chair

5156 Victorian dining table

5157 Victorian bar back dining chair

5158 PAir of carved wooden armchairs with Bergere 
sides

5159 Beech rocking chair and elm seated Provincial 
chair and two reproduction wine tables

5160 Grey fabric two seater sofa

5161 Three Anglepoise desk lamps

5162 Oak court cupboard

5163 Bookcase with glazed and leaded doors

5164 Quantity of Spode crockery plus a 1950's teapot

5166 Reproduction yew demilune console table

5167 Caplan H. : The Classified Directory of Artists' 
Signatures Symbols & Monograms, 1982. Folio 
Hb, Maroon textured cloth binding, gilt. 
Chart/tables with text, signatures and symbols 
etc. pp873. 
£20-30

5168 Reproduction burr walnut sofa table

5169 Beech cantilever sewing box

5170 Oak barley twist drop-side table

5171 Coloured glass table lamp

5172 Five painted African wall hangings

5173 +VAT Wicker desk with single drawer

5174 Mesh fire curb

5175 Carved dark wood bureau with two drawers 
under and a matching stool

5176 3 x floral patterned dishes

5177 Two dome-topped mantel clocks

5178 Victorian inlaid loo table

5179 Oval teak dining table

5180 Seven large glass vases, bowls and artificial 
flowers

5181 Taxidermists example of a Pike

5182 Beech armchair

5183 Oak two tier side table 
£5-10

5184 Pine refectory table

5185 Reproduction mahogany Charles Barr coffee 
table

5186 Oak coat rack

5187 Tripod tilting table, a plant stand plus a wine 
table (three in total)

5188 Oak sideboard with single drawer and cupboard 
under

5189 Two pairs of African prints depicting zebras and 
masks

5190 +VAT Two Bedford watercolours

5191 Mesh spark guard

5192 Elm seated stick back dining chair

5193 Spare

5194 Contemporary dark wood sideboard with four 
doors under

5195 Teak blanket box

5196 Oak chest of three drawers

5197 Reproduction mahogany narrow bookcase with 
four drawers under

5198 Quantity of Royal Worcester herb patterned 
plates plus two boxes containing coffee mugs

5199 Dark oak open bookcase

5200 Stoneware flaggan plus two vases

5201 Oak multi drawer collectors cabinet

5202 Circular mirror in decorative gilt frame

5203 Ercol two seater sofa plus a pair of matching 
armchairs

5204 Vintage teddy bear

5205 Pair of Queen Anne style armchairs

5206 3 x pine ladder back dining chairs
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5207 Folding card table, narrow rectangular mirror, 
tripod table with mirrored surface plus an 
Edwardian two tier occasional table

5208 3 x pine open bookcases

5209 3 x resin and wooden elephants

5210 Oval wickerwork sewing box

5211 A pair of 19th century square glass decanters 
and stoppers, each wheel engraved with 
scrolled decoration, h. 14 cm (2) (af) 
£30-50

5212 Adjustable desk lamp

5213 Pine open bookcase plus a dresser with 
cupboard under

5214 7 x lusterware jugs

5215 Watercolour - fishermen on the beach

5216 Floral painted single drawer console table

5217 Folding cake stand plus barley twist plant stand

5218 Carved teak sideboard with full front and 
cupboards under

5219 Pine dressing table with three panel mirror and 
stool

5220 +VAT Teak bench

5221 Pair of beech stick back dining chairs

5222 Dark wood television stand with cupboard under

5223 Pair of frame and glazed prints of townscapes 
with mountains and background plus the river 
festival

5224 Oak extending dining table plus six matching 
chairs to include two carvers

5226 Cycle lamp plus a road workers lamp

5227 Glazed double door china cabinet

5228 Circular mirror with mosaic work frame plus 
quartz wall clock

5229 Box containing cutlery sets, various crockery, 
Victorian writing slope and metal tureens

5230 Oak drop side desk with drawers to side

5231 Ships lantern

5232 Students bureau with glazed sliding door over 
and under

5233 Military storage box plus a pine grain box

5234 Pair of oak ladder back chairs with strung seats

5235 Black glazed and metal desk

5236 His Masters Voice wind up gramophone

5237 Carved camphor trunk

5238 +VAT Cream painted and upholstered dining 
chair

5239 2 x Vienna wall clocks

5240 Grey button back bench

5241 IKEA desk extension

5242 Salmon pink two seater sofa

5243 Pair of British Birds tea card pictures

5244 Oak open bookcase

5245 +VAT Adjustable floor lamp

5246 The Shahnameh of Ferdowsi. (Basil Gray,editor) 
Elephant Folio Hb. Blind-stamped blue cloth, gilt 
titling on the spine. An Album of coloured 
Miniatures and Illuminations. Limited edition of 
3000. Thirty four large mounted full colour plates 
from the 15th century manuscript. Introduction 
by Basil Gray, who was the former Curator of 
Oriental Antiquities at the British Museum. Text 
in English, French and German. Tehran 1971. 
Scarce. 
£50-75

5247 William Hamilton : Campi Phlegraei, 1985. 
Elephant Folio, Half binding, gilt. Facsimile of 
Hamilton's work of 1764, this edition edited by 
the Banco di Napoli on special paper, numerous 
color plates with explanatory facing text. Almost 
all of the volume is in Italian, but the tables in 
English and French are also reproduced in 
facsimile. Foreword by Giuliano Briganti. 
£40-50

5248 Oak extending dining table plus 8 x chairs with 
green Rexine seats

5249 Pair of green fabric armchairs

5250 Bundle of walking sticks and parasols

5251 +VAT 2 x woollen carpets

5252 Oak two tier tea trolley

5253 Upholstered Edwardian armchair

5254 Canvas travelling trunk with wooden ribs

5255 Teak gramophone

5256 +VAT Brown leather effect electric reclining 
armchair (AF)

5257 Pair of grey leather effect chairs

5258 Oval reproduction mahogany coffee table

5259 +VAT Brown fabric tub chair

5260 Inlaid Georgian single door corner unit with 
drawer under
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5261 (4) Rectangular mirror in dark wood and gilt 
frame

5262 (9) Print of a hunting scene

5263 Helen Bradbury print, a sampler plus print of a 
harbour scene

5264 Quantity of modern abstract paintings

5265 *Withdrawn*

5266 Cherry finshed glazed wall unit in three sections 
plus two chests of drawers and desk

5267 3 x upholstered piano stools

5268 Beech stool

5269 Dark oak bookcase with cupboard base under

5270 Dark walnut serpentine fronted dressing table 
with three panel mirror

5271 Watercolour of yacht, print 'The Procession 
Magi', print of harbour scene, plus 2 x rural 
prints of poppies and bluebells

5272 3 x boxed Coalport ladies

5273 +VAT Bird and floral patterned ottoman

5274 Oak open bookcase

5275 +VAT 4 x grey metal stacking chairs

5276 Jali entertainment unit

5277 Georgian wash stand

5278 Pine chest of three drawers

5279 Wicker laundry basket

5280 Glazed display cabinet

5281 Narrow oak open bookcase plus a teak open 
bookcase

5282 6 x bentwood tub chairs on chrome supports

5283 Cheval mirror with oak stand

5284 Drop side tea trolley

5285 Carboy plus 4 x large glass vases

5286 Dark wood side table with glazed insert

5287 Cream painted and bamboo decorated dressing 
table with stool, plus a matching pair of bedside 
cabinets and octagonal jewellery cabinet

5288 Mosaic effect and wrought iron three tier folding 
plant stand

5289 Oak nest of three tables

5290 Kidney shaped dressing table stool

5291 Walnut gentleman's wardrobe

5292 Three seater brown floral fabric cottage suite 
plus a pair of matching armchairs

5293 4 x seagrass storage drawers

5294 4ft 6" mattress

5295 +VAT 2 x memory foam mattresses

5296 5' mattress

5297 +VAT King size mattress

5298 +VAT King size mattress

5299 +VAT King size mattress

5300 +VAT King size mattress

5301 +VAT King size mattress

5302 Ercol style coffee table with two tables nesting 
under

5303 Oak draw leaf table with four chairs

5304 Oak side table with single drawer and stretcher 
under

5306 David Shepherd print of jaguars

5307 David Shepherd print of African elephants 
entitled "The ivory is theirs"

5308 Felix Topolksi screen print with faces entitled 
"Autobiography"

5309 Three framed and glazed maps of 
Huntingdonshire

5310 Quantity of prints and maps to include still life 
with foxgloves, poppies and study of a dog

5311 David Green watercolour of bare winter trees 
and county cottage

5312 David Green watercolour of Tempsford

5313 Large quantity of modern wall hangings to 
include festival scenes, figures on board a yacht 
and the pool party

5314 David Green print of elephant and hippos 
entitled "Luangwa evening"

5316 Oil on canvas of winter landscape with trees

5317 Framed and glazed oil on canvas of a lakeland 
scene with mountains

5318 Quantity of Chinese silk panels and prints

5319 Circular bevelled mirror

5320 Narrow rectangular mirror in pine frame

5321 +VAT Bent cane 2 seater sofa plus pair of 
armchairs and wicker armchair with floral 
cushions

5322 Glazed double door CD rack
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5323 Lime washed effect kitchen table with two chairs 
nesting under

5324 Victorian mahogany drop-side table plus four 
upholstered chairs

5325 Cased Singer sewing machine

5326 Green painted open bookcase

5327 Dark wood bureau with drawers under

5328 Nest of two teak tables

5330 Pine desk with gallery and cupboard to the side 
plus a bathroom cabinet

5331 Dark oak drop-side table

5332 Oval bevelled mirror in gilt frame

5333 Walnut effect coffee table

5334 Pair of beech dining chairs

5335 Super king 6' divan bed base in 2 sections plus 
headboard 
£30-40

5336 Large quantity of furniture to include a TV stand, 
double door bookcase, waste paper basket, 
magazine rack, wine table, side table, oak 
finished coffee table and a stick back chair

5337 Edwardian dressing chest

5338 Wicker rice basket

5339 Reproduction mahogany bow fronted sideboard

5340 Tin trunk

5341 +VAT Natural wood side table

5342 Three metal stacking chairs

5343 G Plan gentleman's wardrobe, a double door 
wardrobe plus two corner units

5344 Walnut effect cutlery canteen

5345 Cherry finished desk with drawers to the side

5346 White and Newton teak sideboard

5347 Teak coffee table with glass inserts with drawer 
and shelf under

5348 Pine table plus four stick back chairs

5349 Mother and child floor lamp

5350 Grey suede effect three seater sofa

5351 +VAT Carpet with geometric pattern

5352 +VAT Blue, green and orange shag pile carpet

5353 Oil on canvas of river with cathedral in 
background

5354 Black leather effect two seater sofa

5355 +VAT Grey fabric button back 3 seater sofa

5356 Two watercolours of fishermen on lake plus lake 
and cottages

5357 White painted dressing table, painted chest of 
four drawers plus a pair of maple finished three 
drawer bedside cabinets

5358 Multi-coloured woolen mat

5359 Floral patterned prayer mat

5360 Floral carpet with central medallion and salmon 
pink background

5361 (2) Turkish multi-coloured runner with central 
medallion

5362 G Plan style dressing table

5363 Edwardian armchair in floral striped fabric

5364 (1) 3.5x2.5m carpet with ivory background and 
bird and game pattern

5365 Wicker laundry basket, dressing table stool and 
a canvas travelling case

5366 Pair of green fabric and beech armchairs

5367 +VAT Molding plastic Vitra chair

5368 Beech drop-side table with chairs nesting under

5369 (3) 3.5x2.5m red floral carpet

5370 +VAT (9) Rectangular mirror in silver frame

5371 +VAT Dark wood fire surround with electric fire

5372 +VAT Box containing a quantity of walking sticks 
and umbrellas

5373 Two boxes containing wardrobe parts

5374 Two rectangular mirrors in gilt frames

5376 +VAT Pallet with a quantity of furniture parts, 
mirror, folding artist's easel and a quantity of 
Royal Worcester crockery

5377 Adjustable stool with red upholstery

5378 Blue painted Italian china cabinet

5379 Stained beech coat rack

5380 Pair of metal & wooden table lamps with shades

5381 Kidney shaped cabinet with detachable tray

5382 Michael Lynagh wall hanging

5383 Green & red painted oval coffee table

5384 Mirror in silver painted frame

5385 Purple painted two drawer desk

5386 Plaster figure of a dragon's head

5387 Walnut pot cupboard with drawer over
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5388 Piano stool with drawers under 
£30-40

5389 Rectangular mirror in gilt frame

5390 Eight Victorian ladderback dining chairs

5391 +VAT Turquoise fabric armchair

5392 Grey fabric corner quite

5393 Walnut effect console table with shelf under

5394 Green floral Chinese vase

5395 Oak court cupboard

5396 Pine double door cupboard

5397 Chromed coat rack

5398 Black metal uplighter

5399 +VAT Reproduction mahogany oval coffee table

5400 Tile topped teak coffee table

5401 Cylindrical 3-drawe cabinet

5402 Large carved wooden planter

5403 2 bent cane chairs

5404 Pine twin-pedestal desk

5405 Floral upholstered nursing chair 
£5-10

5406 Carved wooden African bowl plus a natural 
wood tripod stool

5407 Oak 4-door corner unit

5408 Square jali lamp table

5409 Mesh spark guard

5410 Cheval mirror in gilt frame

5411 Framed & glazed print of a sampler

5412 Taxidermist's kingfisher

5413 Oak chest of 4 drawers

5414 Silver-plated samovar

5416 Oak banjo barometer

5417 Oak banjo barometer

5418 Painted wooden mask

5419 Victorian writing slope

5420 Painted wooden wall hanging with Balinese 
dancers

5421 Oil on canvas 'city lane'

5422 Modern Pepsi Cola wall sign

5424 Framed & glazed oil on board with lake and 
cottage

5425 Pair of Hugh Brandon-Fox signed prints entitled 
'Evening Elms' and 'the Lone Barn'

5426 Smith's quartz wall clock

5427 Copper and brass warming pan

5428 +VAT Modern icon, print on metal of a lady, 
comical print of farmyard animals and an 
abstract in beige

5429 Box containing country prints, print of a bridge, 
lake and cottages

5430 Quantity of military photographs, prints and 
ephemera

5431 Quantity of prints and paintings to include 
country church, figures by the stream, sailing 
ship, hurricane aeroplane and snowy landscape

5432 2 boxes containing a quantity of gold-rimmed 
Churchill crockery plus floral-patterned crockery 
and a modern oriental vase

5433 2 boxes containing CDs

5434 3 boxes containing treen, metal egg basket, blue 
& white china, cocktail shaker, glassware and 
other household goods

5436 2 boxes containing blue & white crockery

5437 2 boxes containing a washstand jug & bowl set, 
comical teapots, studio pottery and a quantity of 
jugs and vases

5438 4 boxes containing floral-patterned crockery, oil 
lamp, Roberts radio, ornamental figures, butter 
dish and glassware

5439 Box containing vinyl records

5440 Box containing kitchen scales and vintage tins

5441 Box containing 7" and other vinyl records

5442 Box of OS maps

5443 2 boxes containing autobiographies, religious 
books and reference books

5444 Cased Singer sewing machine

5445 2 boxes containing a vintage telephone, copper 
kettle, quartz clock, glass and glass vases

5446 2 boxes containing a copper kettle, glassware, 
sewing kit, hand bell, jelly mould, prayer mat 
and light fittings

5447 Sewing box ottoman

5448 The Works of William Makepeace Thackeray, 
The Biographical Edition, 1900. Vols. I - XIII, 
Complete. 8vo. Hb. Maroon cloth, gilt with gilt 
emblem on upper boards, teg. Various types of 
frontispeices, plates and vignettes in the text. 
£20-30
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5449 Cased sewing machine

5450 Box containing wine and sherry glasses plus a 
decanter

5451 2 boxes and a stack of children's annuals plus 
geographical reference books

5452 Box containing novels, board games, ephemera 
and stationery

5453 +VAT 4 lawn bowls

5454 Large quantity of cookery and gardening books

5455 4 boxes containing vinyl records

5456 Box containing champagne flutes and wine 
glasses

5457 Box containing boat-patterned coffee service

5458 Metal 5-drawer filing cabinet

5459 His Master's Voice wind-up gramophone

5460 2 boxes containing Barbie dolls and Action Men

5461 5 boxes containing DVDs and video cassettes

5462 Brass tablelamp with shade

5463 Box containing vinyl records

5466 2 boxes containing military reference books

5467 2 boxes containing a washstand bowl, water jug, 
ornamental stone eggs, Le Creuset cooking 
vessels and kitchen scales

5468 Box containing Japanese export crockery

5469 Box containing reference books and novels

5470 Box containing commemorative ware, Coalport, 
Belleek and other crockery

5471 Box containing Meccano pieces

5472 8 boxes containing a large quantity of prints, 
household goods, ceiling light shade, costume 
jewellery, ornaments, alarm clock, silver plate, 
briefcase and a pool cue

5473 Box containing OS maps

5474 Box containing Dickens' novels, Darwin's 'the 
Origin of Species' and various other novels

5475 Teak magazine rack with sewing patterns

5476 2 boxes containing CDs

5477 Bag containing 'Mr. Men' books

5478 2 boxes containing religious textbooks, books on 
housekeeping and novels

5479 2 boxes containing glassware, carved wooden 
figures, Doulton and other ladies, Toby jug and 
paperweights

5480 3 boxes containing sherry glasses, barometer, 
ornaments, copper and brassware, carved 
figures and hand bells

5481 2 boxes containing light fittings, kitchenware and 
cameras

5482 2 boxes containing CDs

5483 Metal ceiling light with glass shade

5484 Box containing glassware to include fruit bowls, 
sugar shaker, storage vessels and a jug

5485 2 boxes containing china jugs, deeds box, 
biscuit barrel, metalware, alarm clock, meters 
and general china

5486 (3) Boxed Yachtsman's log

5487 3 boxes containing a quantity of CDs

5488 Cased Singer sewing machine

5489 Box containing handbag, dome-topped clock, 
Tiffany-style lamp and a glass vase

5490 Box containing a large quantity of CDs

5491 4 boxes containing a cheese dish, carnival glass 
fish, wine glasses, general crockery, china and 
household goods

5492 2 boxes containing clock cases

5493 2 boxes containing wooden ornamental figures, 
bedpans and crockery

5494 Box containing embroideries and a quantity of 
prints

5495 Wooden 2-tier coffee table

5496 +VAT Boxed floorlamp (af)

5497 Box containing vinyl records

5498 3 boxes containing a quantity of St. Michael's 
silver-rimmed crockery

5499 2 boxes containing a large quantity of copper, 
brass and silver plate to include dishes, teapot, 
heatlamp and a trivet

5500 5 boxes containing commemorative ware, 
lampshades, kitchen storage vessels, wine 
glasses, teddy bears, beer stein, jugs and 
general household goods

5501 3 x boxes containing shellac records, general 
crockery, ink bottles, bedpan and vases

5502 3 x boxes containing clock parts and cases

5503 Box containing 7" and LP vinyl records

5504 4 x boxes containing household goods to include 
Poole Pottery, glassware, handbags, a decanter, 
ginger jar, stainless steel and ornaments
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5506 Box containing Champagne flutes, wine glasses 
and candlesticks

5507 (1) Box containing Discovering Antiques 
magazines, reference book on dolls and English 
porcelain

5508 (2) Small box of history books and antique 
guides

5509 4 x boxes containing clock parts and cases

5510 Bag containing belts and handbags

5511 3 x boxes containing Coalport, Royal Albert and 
other crockery, plus ornamental lady figures and 
general china

5512 Rectangular mirror in wooden frame

5513 Donald Grant limited edition print of tigers

5514 4 x course and fly fishing rods

5515 Train track with a quantity of controllers

5516 Simon Combes print of a leopard in a tree

5517 Donald Grant print 'Three Cheetah Brothers'

5518 Two panelled Mucha print

5519 Modern oil on canvas - lake with woodland

5520 4 x prints and watercolours to include study of a 
lady, river with bridge, Italian lake scene, coastal 
scene and a dormouse

5521 +VAT Pallett with 5 x boxes of furniture parts

5522 Edwardian upholstered chair, 2 armchairs and a 
chair with rush seat

5523 +VAT 5ft Doremo memory foam mattress

5524 +VAT 5ft sprung mattress

5525 +VAT Box containing Jasper Ware, general 
crockery, china, glassware and a paper weight

5526 3 x boxes containing rose and other floral 
patterned Colclough crockery, ornaments, clock 
plus brassware, door hinges, candlesticks and 
loose cutlery

5527 2 x boxes containing garden books, books on 
the royals and other reference books

5528 2 x boxes containing carved wooden African 
animal figures, jugs, vases and china figures

5529 Bag containing carved animal figures, a fish 
pillow and Millennium Falcon toy

5530 Single box containing a beer stein, drinking 
glasses, fax modem and other household goods

5531 2 x boxes containing illustrated sporting 
magazines, hobby books, jigsaw puzzle and 
novels

5532 4 x boxes containing Irish crockery, kitchenware, 
coffee mugs and general china

5533 Box containing DVDs, Enid Blyton and other 
novel, Ladybird books and video cassettes

5534 Box containing a quantity of ornamental figures, 
ornamental eggs, plus egg cups, candlesticks, 
general china and jugs

5536 Box containing a quantity of physics and 
electronic text books

5537 6 x boxes containing a large quantity of 
household china, carved wooden figures, glass 
dishes, lamp, leather belts and general 
glassware

5538 Box containing blue and white ginger jars and 
other china

5539 Box containing a trivet, a jack, pliers and tools

5540 9 x Leonardo Collection porcelain dolls

5541 6 x boxes containing a quantity of toy cars

5542 6 boxes containing floral patterned crockery, 
Chinese figures, blue and white candle sticks, 
decanters, silver plates and a selection of hand 
bells

5543 Art Nuevo part fire surround plus oak fire 
screens

5544 Box containing a deed box, silver plated ladle, 
box corkscrew, reference books, coat hooks, 
wooden panel and general household goods

5545 Box containing a quantity of theatre programmes

5546 3 x boxes containing photo frames, coffee mug, 
wine glasses, dolls and general china

5547 3 x boxes containing a quantity of board games

5548 Box containing an ornamental peacock, brass 
candlesticks, coal shovel, coal bin, brass teapot 
and fruit bowl

5549 2 x boxes containing Minton crockery plus a 
washstand jug and bowl

5550 Box containing brass ornaments, oil lamp and 
trays

5551 Box containing a quantity of brass animal and 
other ornaments

5552 +VAT Box containing glass decanter, 
ornamental eagle, ale mugs plus coffee mugs 
and vases

5553 Box containing David Walliams, Harry Potter 
and Beatrix Potter books

5554 Box containing board games

5555 Box containing Penguin books and other novels
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5556 2 x boxes containing quantity of eagle and other 
prints, prints of coaching party, blue and white 
and general crockery plus wine glasses

5557 Large quantity of walking sticks

5558 Green painted Lloyd Loom armchair plus a 
wicker seated chair

5559 Quantity of oriental ware to include Cloisonne 
ginger jar, pair of gourd vases plus a teapot

5560 2 x cages containing large quantity of cars and 
Batman Automobile magazines

5562 2 x boxes and 2 x bags containing glass kitchen 
storage vessels, general crockery and china

5563 Cage containing loose cutlery, silver plated tea 
service and glassware

5564 Cage containing brass ornamental figures and 
dishes

5565 Cage containing tin plate toy, scales, glove box, 
egg pricker and scissors

5566 Cage containing a quantity of paper weights

5567 Cage containing Crested Ware, seashells, glass 
bowls, bridge box, commemorative tray and 
ornamental figures

5568 Cage containing jewellery box with costume 
jewellery

5569 Cage containing 2 x wooden walking sticks, 
opera glasses and binoculars

5570 Cage containing ruby glass vases, bowls, loose 
cutlery, piggy banks, modern brass compass 
and a chatelaine belt

5571 Cage containing a large Chinese vase plus 
Staffordshire and other ornamental figures

5572 Rug bag with a quantity of course fishing rods

5573 3 x camouflage military jackets

5574 Quantity of coastal and nautical prints, plus a 
print of the mill house and a cross stich tapestry 
of robins

5575 Box containing a quantity of glass beads

5576 Cage containing tumblers, print of a hare, glass 
vase, teapot, candlesticks and general china

5577 Cage containing studio pottery and fruit bowls 
plus Crested Ware and general china

5578 8 x walnut dining chairs to include 2 x carvers

5579 Picquot Ware five piece tea service to include 
tray

5580 2 x modern cloisonné dishes, loose cutlery to 
include spoons, scissors and ornamental duck

5581 Character teapot, toby jug, quantity of marbles, 
copper and brass ware to include kettles and a 
spirit burner

5582 Quantity of military webbing and clothing

5583 Cage containing a quantity of paper weights

5584 Cage containing Toby jug, Staffordshire flatback 
figures, Hummel figure, boxes,photo frames and 
ornaments

5585 Cage containing butter dish, bonbon dishes, 
Sylvac bowls, Scotty dog and crockery

5586 Cage containing 5 Villeroy and Boch collectors 
plates, Russian fairy tales

5587 Cage containing hand saw, flash lights, razers 
and road map

5588 Cage containing cased cutlery sets, quartz 
clock, pens, dishes, clutch bag, hard stone 
figure of a lion and spectacle cases

5589 Cage containing badges and trinkets

5590 Cage containing loose cutlery, silver plate and 
copper ware

5591 2 cages containing brown glazed pottery

5592 Cage containing handkerchiefs and coronation 
and other ephemera

5593 Cage containing die cast cars

5594 3 boxes containing large quantity of copper and 
brass ware plus bellows, coffee mugs and mirror

5595 Cage containing lustre ware jugs, miniature 
Toby jugs, biscuit barrel and cruet set

5596 Cage containing metal warrior figures, art deco 
figure of lady, tantalus (AF), cribbage board and 
toilet mirror

5597 Cage containing ornamental bird figures and 
glass ware

5598 Cage containing family portraits and photo 
frames

5599 Cage containing loose cutlery, costume 
jewellery and miniature prints

5600 Cage containing Poole pottery cups, saucers, 
dishes and side plates

5601 3 boxes containing cased teaspoons, blue glass 
vase, corkscrews, nutcracker, stainless steel 
dishes and china

5602 Cage containing train track and carriages

5603 Cage containing wine and sherry glasses, 
costume jewellery, nude prints and figure of pig

5604 Cage containing approx. 160 matchbooks, 
Konica camera and 2 Oriental bird prints
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5605 Pair of beech penny chairs

5606 Cage containing pair of brass vases, ornamental 
bird figures, Victorian and later china

5607 Cage containing carved African animal figures, 
pair of candle sticks, shoe stretchers and treen

5608 Cage containing export china, firemans helmet, 
belt and epaulettes, buttons, clubs, hunting 
painting and large Oriental vase

5609 3 boxes containing glass jugs, porcelain dolls, 
painting, fabric and boardgames

5610 Cage containing trays, blue and white tiles, 
champagne glasses, crockery and china

5611 Cage containing 2 Meccano airplanes, car and 
monthly magazine

5612 Mamod steam engine

5613 2 beech stools and painted elm seated chair

5614 Cage containing Royal Doulton Kingston ruby 
patterned crockery, Queens china and 
Cambridge patterned side plates and saucers

5615 Cage containing comical ornamental figures, 
Jasper ware, cow creamers, Barge ware teapot, 
ornamental posy and blue and white china

5616 Cage containing 3 Lladro lady figures, painted 
plates, studio pottery dish and 2 floral patterned 
tiles

5617 Box containing vinyl records

5618 3 boxes containing DVDs, reference books and 
novels

5619 Cage containing loose cutlery, serving set, Stan 
Hopes treen and card cases

5620 Cage containing boxed cutlery sets, cork 
stoppers, watches and service medal

5621 Cage containing floral patterned pottery

5622 Set of 6 oak dining chairs incl. 2 carvers

5623 Cage containing copper and brassware, trays, 
chestnut roaster, ornaments and pewter ware 
ladles

5624 Cage containing costume jewellery and watches

5625 Cage containing Mary Gregory style glassware, 
Oriental teapot, various mugs, candlesticks, bon 
bon dishes and milk jugs

5626 Box containing stainless steel tea service, loose 
cutlery, household goods, plates and dishes

5627 (4) Cage containing vintage childs seaside 
bucket, Pelham puppet and vintage tin car

5628 Cage containing Hornsea storage vessels, china 
jug, glass ware and dressing table tidy

5629 Cage containing Bunnykins figures, Royal 
Doulton and other ladies

5630 Cage containing binoculars, figure of Buddha, 
lidded trinket box and Only Fools and Horses tin

5631 Surveyors level with wooden case

5632 Whip, table top globe, foot warmer and pistol 
holster

5633 Box containing prints and paintings incl. rural 
landscapes, coaching party, spy print, the horse 
races and mirrors

5634 +VAT Under bay with quantity of ceiling lights 
and floor lamps

5635 Cage containing pocket watch, silver cigarette 
case, gift set with calculator and wrist watch and 
2 other watches

5636 Cage containing watch, rings, costume jewellery 
and Pentax camera instructions

5637 Cage containing jewellery, coffee cups and 
saucers, coloured wine glasses, jugs and photo 
frame

5638 Cage containing 2 boxes of clip on earrings

5639 Cage containing shoe stretchers, long service 
medal, napkin ring, loose cutlery, crested ware 
and ornaments

5640 Mahogany 4 post bed

5641 Sheraton style armchair and armchair with rush 
seat

5642 Floral patterned 3 branch ceiling light

5643 (7) Ceiling lantern plus a light fitting
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